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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Introduction 
Latent variable modeling is among the most widely used techniques in multivariate 
analysis. This model-bcised approach to the analysis of multi-dimensional data is par-
ticidaxly populzir in the behavioral and social sciences where researchers are often most 
interested in abstract concepts such as feelings, attitudes, and aptitudes. Because these 
variables of interest are not observed directly, researchers rely on measurements of sev­
eral observable quantities that are believed to be closely related to the latent variables 
of interest. Latent variable models such as the linear factor analysis model allow one 
to explore relationships among the observed variables and incorporate subject matter 
knowledge directly into the model. A. wide variety of statistical software packages are 
available for data collected under the usual assumption of random sampling or indepen­
dent individual observations. 
Many disciplines, however, are primarily interested in the analysis of multivariate 
correlated data. Factor analysis for multivariate time series data has been discussed by 
CatteU (1957, 1963), .A.nderson (1963), Box and Tiao (1977), Pena and Box (1987), and 
Molenaar (1985). A different kind of correlated data is regularly of interest in ecology, 
agriculture, and the environmental sciences. In these disciplines, data are gathered from 
locations throughout a geographic region and are thus spatially correlated. When fitting 
a latent variable model to multivariate, spatially correlated data, and when predicting 
the spatially correlated latent processes, we wish to exploit not only the dependence 
among the elements of the multivariate observation vector, but also the spatial depen­
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dence in each component of the process. 
Several authors have proposed dimension-reduction techniques for multivariate spa­
tial data including Wackemagel (1988), Goovaerts, Sonnet, and Navarre (1993), Grunsky 
and Agterberg (1991, 1992), and Cook, et al. (1994). This dissertation extends the work 
of these authors by developing a formal, statistically sound methodology for latent vari­
able modeling of spatially correlated data and for latent variable prediction. 
2 Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is composed of three papers, each focusing upon a different aspect 
of latent variable modeling for multivariate spatial data. The first paper targets the 
audience in applied sciences such as geology and agriculture where multivariate geo-
referenced data are often collected. In this paper, the generalized shifted-factor model 
is introduced for modeling spatial data which may exhibit a wide variety of dependence 
characteristics. The model incorporates potential lagged dependencies between factors 
and observed variables, representing asymmetric spatial dependencies observed in prac­
tice. Identification of asymmetric lagged dependencies or "shifted factors" is discussed 
and tools for practical implementation of the approach are given. Unlike many geosta-
tistical techniques, this methodology does not depend upon the fitting of parametric 
(co)variograin functions to the data. Methods are presented for parameter estimation 
and prediction of latent variables. 
The second paper explores analytically and empirically the statistical properties 
of the augmented observation model-fitting approach for the generalized shifted-factor 
model. Modeling tools are discussed and theorems related to the large-sample proper­
ties of the parauneter estimators are stated ajid proved. Extensive simulation verifies 
the theoretical properties of the estimation and inference procedures. A simple example 
from precision farming is given. 
In the third paper, a systematic procedure for modeling the imderlying structure of 
multivariate spatial data is proposed. Aspects of parameter estimation, model fitting 
and assessing, and inference are discussed. Given spatially dependent observations with 
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unspecified distributions, very unrestrictive and practical conditions <ire given under 
which an inference procedure bcised on normal-theory mztximum-likelihood estimation is 
valid. Procedures for assessing such conditions and for checking and comparing model 
fits are discussed. For multivariate prediction, a procedure combining the latent variable 
modeling and a me<isurement-error-free kriging technique is introduced and compared 
to other methods. An exzmaple using agricultural data is given. 
Following the three papers is a general conclusion which simmiarizes the contributions 
of these papers to the body of spatial multivariate analysis literatxire. 
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GENERALIZED SHIFTED-FACTOR ANALYSIS METHOD 
FOR MULTIVARIATE GEO-REFERENCED DATA 
A paper to be submitted to Mathematical Geology 
William F. Christensen and Yeisuo Amemiya 
Abstract 
Multivariate data with spatial dependencies axise in many areas of application, in­
cluding environmental sciences, precision agriculture, and ecology. For analysis of such 
data, a methodology based on a generjJized shifted-factor model is developed. The 
model incorporates potential lagged dependencies between factors and observed vari­
ables, representing asymmetric spatial dependencies observed in practice. Identification 
and estimation issues are discussed, and inference and prediction procedures are pro­
posed. 
1 Introduction 
Factor analysis is a widely-used technique for modeling high-dimensional data as a 
function of a smaller number of latent variables or factors. Cleissical factor analysis, cis 
used in the social sciences and other disciplines, typically assumes that the observations 
form a random sample from some population. The factor analysis model exploits this 
independence among observations in order to estimate the factors and factor loadings. 
The result is often a model that is able to both simplify axi often complex correlation 
structure among variables and yield inference that is meaningful for the subject matter. 
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In mauiy cireas of application the data are collected in space and, as a result, the 
observations are correlated. As a general rule, two observations that are close together 
tend to be more highly correlated th«in two observations that cire feir apart. When 
multivariate observations are collected in space, a cleissical factor analysis model is not 
appropriate, but a factor analytic approach is still attractive. For example, a common 
practice in ecology is to lay out a grid over a geographic region eind then evaluate the 
abundance of each of many species at each location on the grid. In such situations, the 
ecologist often has in mind a model which states that at each location, the abimdance 
vector of a large dimension depends on some small number of latent variables or factors— 
perhaps a water abundance factor, an elevation factor, or soil factor. In general, it is 
often desirable to model multivaxiate geo-referenced observed variables in terms of a 
smaller number of underlying factors based on either subject matter theory or practical 
reasons. 
Severed authors have discussed approaches to latent variable modeling of spatial data. 
VVartenberg (1985) discussed a factor analytic approach in two steps. The first step 
involves a dimension reduction ignoring spatial correlation structure and the second 
involves an analysis of the spatial structure of each factor. Wackemagel (1988) used 
a model with a restrictive assumption that lagged cross-covaxiances between different 
variables are symmetric. Grunsky and Agterberg (1991, 1992) proposed a technique 
which defines factors after finding linear combinations of the variables that are maximally 
correlated at specific lags. Goovaerts, Sonnet, and Navarre (1993) employ the concept 
of "coregionalization," wherein the researcher maJies an a priori selection of a base 
set of variograms. .A.11 of the variograms and cross-variograms for the variables in the 
observation vector are then modeled as a linear combination of the base set of variograms. 
Factors axe then extracted by analyzing the structure of these lineax coefficients. Cook 
et al. (1994) introduced the shifted-lag model, which states that each observed variable 
depends on a factor at a location that is possibly shifted away from the observational 
location. Majure and Cressie (1997) developed exploratory data analysis tools that axe 
helpful in investigating lagged relationships among variables in space. These last two 
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papers did not discuss statistical model fitting amd estimation procedures. 
Because of the obvious similarities between spatial zind time series data analyses, a 
review of factor analytic research in the time series literature is useful. Cattell (1957, 
1963) described the P-technique, which finds the time shift between pairs of variables 
that wiU maximize the time series' correlation. These lagged correlations «ire then used 
to extract factors. This approach was criticized by Anderson (1963) and others for two 
meiin reasons. First, this model is unable to sufficiently incorporate important lagged 
dependencies among the variables into the model. Second, the model-fitting procedure 
advocated by Cattell will be inconsistent with the model itself if the pattern of pairwise 
lagged relationships among the variables do not "fit together" in a cohesive manner. Box 
and Tiao (1977) and Pena and Box (1987) used eigenvectors as a canonical transforma­
tion to create new variables that can be considered as factors. Molenaax (1985) pointed 
out that variables will often need to be correlated with the latent factors at multiple lags. 
He developed the so-called dynamic factor model, which incorporates multiple lagged 
dependencies among variables, and captures most of the important correlation structure 
among the components of the multivariate time series. 
In this paper, we develop a factor analytic methodology which provides an internally 
consistent, realistic latent variable approach for modeling multivariate spaticil data. Our 
approach is based on a new model called the generalized shifted-factor model. This 
model is a generalization of the shifted-lag model of Cook et al. (1994), but incorporates 
multiple lagged dependencies among variables collected in space in a manner similar 
to that of Molenaax's dynamic factor analysis model for time series data. Also, the 
new model allows for the asymmetric covariance properties missing in Wackernagel's 
model. Model fitting and parameter estimation methods aje proposed, and statistical 
inference and prediction procedures for addressing scientifically relevant issues are de­
veloped. Our overall approach is to develop a broadly applicable statistical methodology 
without requiring assumptions about the distribution of data or the form of covariance 
functions. 
Section 2 describes the generalized shifted-factor model. Section 3 further discusses 
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the concept of the shifted-factor, ajid proposes methods for selecting shifts to be incor­
porated in a model. Section 4 discusses estimation, inference, zmd prediction procedures, 
cind Section 5 evaluates the performance of this methodology via computer simulation. 
2 The generalized shifbed-factor model 
Define to be a two-dimensional rectangular grid. Although each location on 
the grid is denoted with (i,j), i € {..., —1,0,1, 6 {...,—1,0,1,...}, we cillow the 
distance between neighboring sites within a cohimn of the grid to be different from the 
distance between neighboring sites within a row of the grid. Suppose that we observe 
Z(s) = (2^i(s),..., Zp(s))', a p-dimensional second-order stationary process for s € D and 
D C Z^. Assume that the p observed variables Z, can be expressed as linear functions of 
k (< p) unobservable factors j = 1,...,A:, except for errors e,(s). To represent the 
general dependence structure of Z(s) in factors, it is assumed that each Z,(s) linearly 
depends on the values of each W^j(s) at m,j locations or shifts. Then, the generalized 
shifted-factor model for Z(s) is 
k 
Z i{s )  = 7i + X) + e.(s), i = 1, ...,p, (2.1) 
j=l 3=0 
where A,jo = Oi aJid E{e,(s)} = 0. Since all relationships among the p observed variables 
Z,(s) are to be explained by the fc-dimensional process W(s) = (1^1(3),..., PVjfc(s))', it is 
assumed that thep+ 1 spatial processes W(s), ei(s),.... ep(s) are independent. We refer 
to Wj{s -I- A,jj) as a "shifted factor" when ^ 0. Asymmetric lagged dependencies 
among the observed variables can be incorporated by including shifted factors in the 
model. 
This model generalizes the shifted-lag model of Cook et al. (1994) by incorporating 
ideas of Anderson (1963) and Molenaar (1985) and the general shifted-factor structure. 
Model (2.1) expresses an internally coherent model that allows modeling issues to be 
addressed by statistical inference. For example, the dependence of Z,(s) on particular 
shifted factor Wj{s + A.-j^) can be checked by testing for Xijg = 0. Model (2.1) has some 
similarity with the spatial auto-regressive models discussed by several authors including 
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Whittle (1954) aad Basu and Reinsel (1993). However, in model (2.1), Z(s) depends on 
a line«ir combination of shifted (and zero-shifted) latent variables rather than a linear 
combination of neighboring values of the 2J-process. 
To use the general representation (2.1) for statistical aaaalysis, two indeterminacy 
issues need to be addressed. First, as in a classicaJ factor analysis, model (2.1) has the 
factor indeterminacy problem that the unobservable ^ x 1 factors W(s) can be lineaxly 
trcinsformed without altering the model form. Second, the geo-referenced location of the 
unobservable W(s) is only arbitrarily determined, and thus, the shift quantities 
are not uniquely identified. Both indeterminacies can be removed using a simple and 
practical pcurameterization of model (2.1) obtained by fixing k of the observed variables 
to be equal to a factor plus error, i.e., by fixing the values of certain 7, and to be 
zeros ajid ones. The generalized shifted-factor model with identifiable paxameterization 
is 
Jfc rn,j 
Zi is )  =  7.- + n X! + ^ i ja)  + e,(s), for i  =  1,..., p -  k,  j=l g=0 
Z,(s) = W, _ p+Ar(s) + e.(s), for z =p-A: +l,...,p, (2.2) 
where A.jo = 0, z = l, . . . .p — k, j = I,...,A:. In this parameterization, k factors H^j(s) 
cannot be transformed, and the non-zero shifts A,jo are uniquely identified. Also, the k 
factors VVj (s) can be interpreted cis the true values of the last k observed variables Z,(s). 
Model (2.2) with no indeterminacy can be used meaningfully in discussing statistical 
model fitting and parameter estimation. For example, if p = 3, A: = 1, and mn = m2i = 
1, then we write the model as follows: 
2^i(s) = 7i +'^noW^i(s)-f-AniPVi(s + Am)-f ei(s), 
^2(5) = 72 + A21OW^I(s) + A21IW^I(S + A211) -f 62(3), (2.3) 
Z3(s) = H^i(s)-he3(s). 
As in the classical factor analysis, there is an additional identification issue related 
to the number k of factors in the model. In the generalized shifted-factor model (2.2), 
the existence of the shifted terms makes this issue somewhat diflBcult to address compre­
hensively. In practice, we suggest the following guideline. Given a model in form (2.2), 
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first consider the corresponding classical factor model obtained by deleting edl shifted 
factor terms and by treating W(s) and et(s) to be spatially-independent processes. We 
consider the proposed generalized shifted-fcictor model to be identified only if the corre­
sponding cleissical model is identified in the usual factor analysis sense. This practical 
approach is justified, because our model fitting and estimation methods in Section 4 
work properly under this guideline for a broad cleiss of models. 
3 Identification and interpretation of shifts 
The existence of the shifted factor terms iyj(s-t-A,jj) in the generjdized shifted-factor 
model (2.2) makes it possible to model underlying asymmetric spatial dependencies in 
multivariate data. The shift or lag parameters ^ijg to be included in a model can be 
selected based on either subject matter meaning or an exploratory model building ap­
proach. For example, because of the movement of pollutants downstream over time, one 
might have reason to believe that the cmaount of nitrate observed at a given location will 
depend heavily upon the amount of nitrate (or some other pollutant) observed some dis­
tance upstream. In such situations, the shifts suspected by the subject matter meaning 
should be included in the model. In other situations, researchers may not be hypoth­
esizing the existence of particular shifts, but may wish to explore possible asymmetric 
dependence structure. For the exploratory purpose, certain nearest neighbors can be 
included as potential shifts in the generalized shifted-factor model (2.2). For example, if 
the data is collected on a grid, a subset of the four nearest neighbors (i.e., {(-1,0), (1,0), 
(0,-1), (0,1)}) or the eight nearest neighbors (i.e., {(-1,0), (1,0), (O.-l), (0,1), (-1,-1), 
(1,-1), (-1,1), (1,1)}) on the grid can be included as Atj^'s. Once potential shifts are 
included in the model, our statistical procedure to be developed in Section 4 can be used 
to test the significance or existence of shifts. 
In addition, there is a graphical exploratory method for selecting the shifts. For a 
simple shifted-factor model, Majure and Cressie (1997) suggested a method based on a 
cross-variogram-cloud plot. They considered a model that can be considered a special 
case of (2.1) with simple structure. In their model, only one factor exists, and each 
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Z,(s) depends on only one term of the form W}(s + A) with possibly nonzero A. Our 
paxaxneterization (2.2) allows us to extend their approach to more general models. Given 
Z,(s), z = 1, with a possible model of the form (2.2), we mzike a number of cross-
vaxiogram plots. For every pair (Zi, ^2), h = —•,? — k, I2 = p — k + I, consider 
the cross-variogram-cloud plot of points 
{(IK -s,||, |Z,,(s,) - Z, .(S,)|" ') : (s„s.) e .4,} , (3.1) 
and 
{(-||s,-s,||,|Z,,(s,)-Z,.(s,)|"') :(s,.s,)€/lw,}, (3.2) 
where Ag  is an angle class centered at 9  radians. The first coordinate of each point in 
the cross-variogram-cloud plot is the signed distance between the two locations. When 
the angle from s, to Sr is in the interval 0 ± e, we define the signed distajace for the pair 
of locations as the distance from s, to Sr- When the ajigle from s, to Sr is in the interval 
^ + TT ± £, we define the signed distemce for the pair of locations as the negative distance 
from s, to Sr. We next fit a line such as a smoothed spline or a median smoother (Majure 
and Cressie, 1997) through the points on the cross-vaxiogr«im-cloud plot, and look for 
outstanding dips or peaks in the line. If a shifted factor exists in this angle 
class, then the signed distance associated with the dip/peak and the angle 6 together 
denote the value of the potential shift parameter A dip (peaJc) in the smoothed 
line indicates that Zi^{s) is positively (negatively) correlated with Wij{s + After 
considering cross-variogram-cloud plots corresponding to each possible angle class Ab, 
the researcher may choose to include several shifted factors in an exploratory model. 
Statisticcd inference procedures developed in the next section can be used to statistically 
determine which shifted factors are important in the model. 
Examples of cross-variogram-cloud plots generated from simulated data are given in 
Figures 1 and 2. Normal factors and errors with spherical covaxiance functions were 
generated with factor range = 4, factor sill = 4, factor nugget = 0, error range = 2, 
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error sill =1, zmd error nugget = 0. Figure 1 uses data generated according to 
Zi(s) = 0.5PFi(s) + L0P^i(s + Axu) + ei(s), 
Z2(s) = W^i(s)+62(5), 
and Figure 2 uses data generated according to 
Zi(s) = 0.5 H^i(s) + 1.0Wi(s + ^ 111) + 1.0W^i(s + ^112) H~ ci(s), 
Z2(s) = H^i(s) + 62(3), 
where Aui = (2,0) and Au2 = (0,4) in rectangular coordinates. 
Note that the most pronounced nonzero shift appairent on the cross-vaxiogram-cloud 
plots in Figure 1 is at the distance of 2 units on the O-radian-centered angle class, 
indicating a potential shifted factor at Am = (2,0) in rectcinguleir coordinates. In 
Figirre 2, a shift of distance 2 units is evident on the plot for the 0-radian-centered 
angle class, and a shift of distance 4 units is evident on the 7r/2-radiaii plot, indicating 
potential shifted factors at Aui = (2,0) and A112 = (0,4). 
4 Estimation, inference, and prediction 
In this section, a model fitting method for the generalized shifted-factor model (2.2) 
and associated statistical inference procedures axe developed. Our approach here is to 
present procedures that can be used for a broad class of problems without specifying 
or checking particular distributional or covariance function forms. For this, we consider 
model (2.2) with any distribution for W(s) and ei(s), and without any parametric co-
variance function models for any processes. Because we maice no distributional assump­
tions, a likelihood-based approach is not possible, and we employ a distribution-free 
moment-based approach that we will refer to as the "augmented observation" model-
fitting approach. 
Given model (2.2), first the p-dimensioncd observation vector Z(s) is expanded into a 
p'-vector Z*(s) which includes mezisurements of lagged variables. The new observation 
Z'(s) can be created using the following "simple expansion rule": 
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0 cadan angle dass 
'Signed Distance' 
pi/4 radian angle dass 
'Signed Distance' 
pi/2 radian angle dass 
'Signed Distance' 
Figure 1 Cross-variograxn-cloud plots for 0 (top), 7r/4 (middle), and 7r/2 (bot­
tom) radiaji angle classes (singly-shifted). 
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0 radtan angle dass 
"Signed Distance' 
pi/4 radian angle dass 
'Signed Distance' 
pi/2 radian angle class 
'Signed Distance' 
Figure 2 Cross-vaxiogram-cloud plots for 0 (top), 7r/4 (middle), and 7r/2 (bot­
tom) radian angle classes (multiply-shifted). 
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1. For each Aijg in the model (t = 1, ...,p — k, j = 1,A:, ^  = 0,... , rriij), include 
the shifted variable Z,(s + Aijg) in Z"(s), 
2. For all PVj(s + involved in the model for each of the variables added to Z"(s) 
in step 1, include Zp-k+j{s + Aijg) in Z*(s). 
For example, for model (2.3): 
Zx(s) 
Zi{s  +  Am)  
Z2{S)  
Zzis + A21I) 
Z-(s) = Z3(s) (4.1) 
23(5 + Am) 
^3(5 + A211) 
^3(3 + 2Am) 
^3(5 + 2A211) 
Let p '  denote the dimension of Z"(s). Model (2.2) for the pxl  Z(s) induces a similar 
model for Z*(s) in the form 
Z"(s) = 7 + AW(s) + e-(s), (4.2) 
where W*(s) and e'(s) contain the original W(s) and e(s) and their lagged values, 
respectively, the elements of A are the original A,jj's, zeros and ones, and 7 consists 
of 7,'s and zeros. Let the dimension of W"(s) be denoted by k'. Then, the p' x p" 
S = var{Z'(s)} can be written as 
E = A $ A' + $, (4.3) 
where A is p" x k ' ,  $ = vax{W*(s)} is k '  x  k ' ,  and = var{e'(s)} is p* x p*. In writing 
down # and we do not assume «iny parametric models for covariance functions of 
W(s) and e,(s), and treat all variances and covciriances to be unknown and unrestricted. 
Since W"(s) contains lagged values of W(s), and since W(s) is second-order stationary, 
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the number of unique elements in # is less thzm Since e,-{s), i = l,...,p, are 
independent, the number of unique elements in ^ is much less than But, ^ 
contciins spatial covarizuices of the type cov{e,(s),e,-(s + A,jj)}, and ^3? is a (possibly 
scrambled) block diagonal matrix with p blocks. Let 9 denote the parameter vector 
consisting of all distinct parameters in A, and *9?, i.e., cJl A^^'s and all unique 
vaxiances and covariances for W"(s) and e'(s). Using this 0, we write S in (4.3) as 
S(d), a function of 9. 
In the example with model (2.3) and Z*(s) defined in (4.1), we have 
S(«) = A' + ^ , 
where 
W"(s) = 
A = ' B ^ 
H^i(s) 
W^i(s +Am) 
^^1(3 + A211) 
PFi(s + 2Ain) 
H^X(s + 2A2ii) 
n A 
0 
A210 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
111 0 0 0 
110 0 A i i i  0 
0 A211 0 0 
0 A210 0 A211 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
^ = 
®l(0) <Pi(^ili) 
"^1(^211) <<>i(Ajii—^ni) 
^1(^211) 
"^1(^211—Am) 
«)i{0) 
<^i(2Ajii) <^i(A||i) A311) 0i(O) 0t(2A2ii—2Atti) 
I^I(2A2II) I^I(2A2II—Aiti) OiCAjii) 0i (2A2n —2Aiii) 0i(O) 
9I (2Ai i i )  « i i (2A2ji) 
i^iCAm) <PI(2A2ii — Am) 
|^i(2Aiii—A21:) <^I(A2II) 
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= 
'^ 2 = 
0 0 
 ^= 0 'Pa 0 
0 0 ^3 
0i(A.m) '/'•i(O) 
^*2(0) ^2(^211) 
^*2(^211) ^*2(0) 
and 
^3 = 
^(0) 03(Atii) 
'^(Asii) *^>3(^211—Am) 
it^(2A2ii) *<^(2A2II—Am) 
*<^(^211) 
"^(Ajii—Am) 
1^(0) 
V^(2A III — Ajii) 
"^(Ajti) 
*<^(2Am) 
<fe(Am) 
*'^(2Am—Ajn) 
V^(0) 
Ti^(2A2ii—2Am) 
4^(2A2II ) 
^(2A2it—Am) 
*^(^211) 
</^(2A2ii—2A|ii) 
MO) 
where <^i(h) = cov{H^i(s), W i^(s + h)} and i/^iCh) = cov{e,(s), e,(s + h)}. 
The next step in our augmented observation model-fitting approach is to obtain a 
sample estimate of S(^). Since Z*(s) consists of Z(s) and some of its lagged values, 
the number of unique elements in S(0) is less than Let be the number of 
unique elements in S(tf) and let o-{0)  be the Hu x 1 vector of the unique elements. Each 
element of tr{6) can be estimated by the corresponding straightforward sample variance 
or covajriance. Given observations Z(s), s € D, we can maximize the efficiency of each 
covaxiance estimate by using 
1  ^
cov{Z.(s -i- hi), Zi'(s + ha)} = 
Nh2-bi — 1 •( tSm 
•m —•{shj—hj (4.4) 
where nimiber of pairs (sj,s^) such that s„i — s/ = ha — hi. Let u 
be the nu x 1 sample estimate of ( r{0)  that can be obtained using (4.4) or some other 
approach. Because of the spatial dependence in Z(s), the covariances in (4.4) are biased. 
An approach for obtaining a bias-adjusted estimate of the variances and covaxiances is 
described and evaluated in Christensen and Amemiya (1999). 
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We propose estimating model parameters in d by a lejist squares approach. Our 
estimator of is the value of 0 minimizing 
SS(«) = (u - S (u - <r(d)) (4.5) 
over the parameter space for B, where S is some estimated weight matrix. The logical 
choice for the weight matrix S is the inverse of ein estimate of veu'{u}. But, because 
of the artificial expansion in Z' 2uid because of the large dimension of u, an estimated 
var{u} is often singular. Alternately, any 5 that approaches a positive definite matrix 
in large samples can be used. For simplicity, we use the identity matrix as 5 in our 
simulation. Minimization of (4.5) needs to be carried out numerically using an iterative 
algorithm. We propose a modification of the Gauss-Newton algorithm which incorpo­
rates the constraint that each variance estimate is nonnegative and each covariance esti­
mate satisfies the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Additional Marquardt-like modifications 
to the standard Gauss-Newton cJgorithm can be employed to improve the robustness of 
the algorithm in the presence of near-singular matrix inversions. 
The ith step of such an algorithm for obtaining from is illustrated in 
Figure 3. This algorithm requires that the user select a range of values for A. a parameter 
which specifies the potential "directions" to be considered at each step. These values 
for A are bounded below by Astart and bounded above by AfinUh- Additionally, the user 
selects a value for /ignish which indicates the maximum number of times a step will be 
halved when seeking to find a value for ' such that SS{d^') < SS(0^ '). 
At the fth iteration of the algorithm, we tentatively choose our new estimate of 0 to 
be 
Ox,h = 6^' -I- step;^ • 2"'', (4.6) 
where step;^ is calculated using 
[ (F'SF)"'F'S(u-0-((9^"'')), a = Astart, 
step\ = <  ^  '  r - n  
I (F'2F + 10^ diag(F'SF)) B"S(u-(r(r ')), 
^  ^  '  [4.7)  
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no no 
ves no h — /ifinish'^ ^ — ^finish ^  
yes yes 
o improvemeni 
from 0^' 
can be made ^ 
Let 9x,h. = 
0^ ' + step;^ • 2"'' 
Let B\ 
Calculate step_x 
using eqn. (4.7) 
Increment Increment 
h by 1 
Figure 3 A modified Gauss-Newton aigorithm for calculating 0^'\ 
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p d<r{e) 
do' • 
Note that when A = Ajtart? the step direction is the usual Gauss-Newton step direction. 
This is equivalent to the case where A = -co. Note that as A —»• oo, the direction of the 
step approaches the steepest descent direction (Marquaxdt, 1963). Thus, we begin by 
looking for aji improved estimate of 0 by using the Gauss-Newton step direction. If this 
approach yields no improvement, we look at step directions that approach the steepest 
descent step direction. 
If step;^ hzis already been found to be too large to yield SS(tfA,A) < SS(0^' then 
the step size is cut in half and this can be repeated until the step size has become 
2-^ni.h of its original size. At this point, the "Constrain" function is applied to the 
estimate found using equation (4.6). Constrain(flA.A) will return 0x,h which is 
equal to ^a,a with the following modifications: (1) all variance parameter estimates 
in 5a,A that were negative are set equal to zero, and (2) all covaxiances are then con­
strained to satisfy the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (for example, |cov{ei(s), ei(s + A)} | 
< (var{ei(s)} • var{ei(s -I- A)})^^^ = var{ei(s)}). 
If SS(5a.a) < SS(5 ), then 9 = 9x,h- Otherwise, the step size is halved again 
and the resulting 9x,h is checked for improvement over 9^' in the same manner. When 
the number of times the step has been halved {h) reaches /ignishj then A is incremented, h 
is reset to 0, and the process begins agedn from the calculation of step;^ in equation (4.7). 
If all possible combinations of A «ind h have been investigated and none yields an es­
timate 9yh such that SS(5a./i) < SS(5^ ^'), then the procedure is terminated. The 
entire algorithm begins with the starting value 9^°^ and continues until either: (1) no 
improvement can be made (SS(^a,a) > SS(5^* ^^) for all A € {A,tart, Ajtart + 1, —, AfinUh} 
and h € {0,1,...,/ifinish})> (2) a maximum number of iterations (I'max) is reached, or (3) 
SS(fl^' ^^)—SS{9^'^) < 5, where 5 is some small tolerance value. 
The estimator 9 can Jilso be used for making inference about the parameter 0, e.g., 
constructing confidence intervals and performing tests of significance. Recall that 9 
contains all original factor loadings Xijg. Thus, the selection of important shifts 
Ccin now be made statistically by testing Xijg = 0. For statistical inference using 9, we 
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need to obtain an estimated covaricince matrix of 6, which in ttim requires an estimate 
of r = var{u}. For this purpose, we use a practical assumption that the originzd p-
dimensional process Z(s) has no spatial dependency beyond a certain range r. We 
first let A(s) = vecu (Z"(s) — Z")(Z*(s) — Z*)', where vecu is the operator such that 
<t{9) = vecu S(d). The assimiption of limited spatial dependence for Z(s) implies 
cov{A(s,), A(Sj)} = 0 for ||s, — Sj|| > ta, where ta depends on r. In practice, ta can 
be estimated by either inspecting each of the vaxiograms and cross-variograms for the 
elements of A(s), or can be assumed bzised on subject matter knowledge. Then, 
r = 
= var 
var{u} 
1 
(iV-l)2 
= X + Y, 
^•var{A(s)}+ JZ cov{A(si), A(sj)} 
II <^A 
where 
X = N 
{ N - I Y  var{A(s)} 
^ cov{A(s,),A(sj)}. 
We can estimate X and Y with 
N  X = 
( iV-  1)3  J:(A(S)-A)(A(S)-A)', 
Y = 1 Y. (A(s,)-A)(A(s,)-A)'. 
jp'-a 
To obtain a nonnegative definite estimate of F = X + Y, let the spectral decomposition 
of 
h = x-^/2yx-^/2 
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beQTQ'. Write 
T = 
0 t„„_™ 
where the m diagoneil elements of Tm are the m eigenvalues of H that axe greater than 
or equal to -1, and contains the n^—m eigenvalues of H that are less than -L 
Then an estimator f of F is 
f = x^/mi„„ + q 
T,n 0 
0 -in.-'0 
\ 
Q' (4.8) 
By replacing T„„_m with in (4.8), f is constrained to be normegative definite. 
Using this F, an estimate of the approximate varizmce of 9 is 
^{tf} = (F'SF) F'Sf SF (rSF) , (4.9) 
where 
F = dtr{9) 
60' ' 
This ^{0} and 6 can be used in the standard way to perform statistical inference for 
e. 
The researcher may also be interested in predicting or estimating the value of the 
underlying factors W(s) at some location in the domain. The standard method of 
prediction in statistics is the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) under an estimated 
model. Since we do not assume the forms of distributions or covariance functions, and 
since we estimate only covariances of W(s) and e,(s) appearing in S(fl) = var{Z*}, 
we propose a "limited-information BLUP" of W(s) based on Z*(s) instead of using all 
Z(s), s G D. Our predictor of W(s) at a particular location s € D is 
W(s) = E{W(s)} + c-5v{W(s), Z'(s)} [^{Z-(s)}]-^ (Z-(s) - E{Z(s)}), 
(4.10) 
where all quantities with "hats" are obtained from 9 and Z. 
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5 Simulation results 
In order to ev2Juate the performance of this methodology, a simulation study was 
conducted. For a 30 x 30 squzire lattice domsdn D with the same row and column grid 
distance, 3-dimensional data were generated from 
•2^i(s) = 7i + ^ iiom^i(s) + am w^i(s + am) + ei(s), 
^2(3) = 72 + A2IOW^I(S) + A2IIVFI(S + A211) + 62(3), (5.1) 
^3(5) = pri(s) + e3(s), 
where the shift pcirameters are Am = (2,2) and A211 = (2,0), the true parameter 
values axe 71 = 72 = 0, Alio Am 
0.5 1 
A210 A211 1 0.5 
and l^'i(s) and e,(s). i = 1,2,3, 
are independent zero-mean spatial processes having isotropic spherical variograxns with 
zero nugget. These error processes e,(s), i = 1,2,3, have common range and paxtiai 
sill (Tg. Denote the range and paxtiai sill of W^i(s) by twi and o-^^. The error processes 
e,(s) were generated as normally distributed processes. For the factor process VFi(s), we 
considered two distributional forms, normal and linearly transformed lognormal. Four 
different data generation scenarios considered were: 
(a) normally distributed factor, = 4, = 2, <7^^ = 7. and = 3; 
(b) normally distributed factor, = 10, = 5, = 9, and <7^ = I; 
(c) lognormally distributed factor, tv, = 4, = 2, = 9. and cr^ = 1; 
(d) lognormally distributed factor, twi = 10, Te = 5, = 7, and aj = 3. 
We expect our statistical procedures to have more difficulty in scenarios (b) and (d) with 
larger ranges of spatial correlation than (a) and (c). 
For each of the 4 scenarios, 1000 samples were generated using model (5.1). From 
each sample, the least squares estimator 6 of (4.5) was obtained using an identity matrix 
as the weight in (4.5), and assvuning Am cind A211 are given. The corresponding 
approximate eisymptotic standard errors were calculated using (4.9), and an approximate 
95% confidence interval was calculated for Ano, Am, A210, and A211. Figure 4 gives 
boxplots of Alio, Am, A210, and A211 after subtracting the true value, and the empirical 
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coverage probability for the approximate 95% confidence interval in parentheses below 
each A label. In cdl four scenarios, the lezist squares estimators of the Kjg's axe nearly 
mediaa unbiased and cire roughly symmetrically distributed aroimd the true value. Thus, 
our estimation and model fitting approach works well for nonnormaily distributed data 
and a fairly large range of spatizil dependence. Under scenarios (a), (b), and (c). the 
actual coverage probabilities axe ail very close to the nominal 95%. Even under scenario 
(d) with low reliability ratio nonnormai factor distribution, and large range 
of spatieJ dependence, the actueJ coverage probabilities axe still rezisonably close to the 
nominal level. Thus, our inference procedures using the least squaxes estimator and the 
jisymptotic covariance matrix (4.9) axe retisonably acairate for practical use. 
To illustrate the use of the limited-information BLUP (4.10), we used one of the 
data sets generated from scenario (d), and obtained a predicted value W'i(s) of M''i(s) 
for every s € D. Figure 5 shows image plots of 2'i(s), ^2(3). ^3(3), VFi(s), and ^'1(5). 
The predicted factor process M^i(s) is a smooth process which clearly delineates the 
h i g h  a x i d  l o w  a x e a s  o f  t h e  t r u e  I ' V ' i ( s )  p r o c e s s  a n d  h e i s  l e s s  v a r i a b i l i t y  t h « u i  a n y  Z i { s ) .  
Note that although ^3(3) = ^^^(s) + 63(3), W^i(s) (combining Zi(s). ^2(3). and ^3(3)) 
is actually a much better predictor of the true factor process W''i(3) than ^3(3). In fact, 
95o5:.sd(M''i(s) - H'i(s))^ = 1.05 while 5feZ.eD(Z3(s) - W,(s))^ = 2.72. 
The improvement of l^i(s) over ^3(3) in predicting W^i(3) is more pronounced when 
the reliability ratio is low and the error processes are dominated by measurement error as 
opposed to spatial dependence. Figure 6 shows image plots of Zi(s), ^ 2(5), Z3(s), W^i(s), 
and l't''i(3) under a scenario where the l'l''i(s) process is as given in scenario (d), but 
the 6,(3) processes have cr^ = 7 and nugget = 5. Thus, this process has reliability 
ratio = 0.5 and the error processes are dominated by measurement error. 
Here, we see that W^i(s) is much less noisy than any Zi(s) and is vastly superior to 
23(3) in predicting H^i(s). For these data, IZs6d(^^i(s) — W^i(s))^ = 1.72 while 
9^ES6D(^3(3)-H/'I(S))2 = 7.50. 
We conclude that the use of the generalized shifted-factor model can be of great 
benefit to researchers involved in the modeling of multivariate spatial data, and that the 
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(a) 
lamllO Iam111 Iam210 Iani211 (.947) (.957) (.950) (.966) 
(c) 
lamHO lamm Iam210 Iam211 (.955) (.991) (.973) (.988) 
(b) 
lamllO lamlH Iani210 Iain211 (.928) (.935) (.929) (.937) 
(d) 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
x 
-e- •& 
-0.5 
-1.0 
T 
lamHO lamlll Iam210 Iain211 (.908) (.905) (.885) (.904) 
Figure 4 Boxplots of A,jj — A.jj in 4 scenarios with empirical coverage prob­
abilities in parentheses. 
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Wlhat (estimatad tsdor) 
Figure 5 Image plots of Zi(s), ^ 2(3), 23(5), W^i(s), and M^i(s) for data where 
the reliability ratio is 0.7 and error processes contain no measure­
ment error. Black regions have high values and white regions have 
low veJues. 
methodology discussed herein provides appropriate inference and prediction tools for a 
variety of problems. 
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LATENT VARIABLE MODELING OF MULTIVARIATE 
SPATIAL DATA WITH POTENTIAL 
LAGGED-DEPENDENCIES 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of the American Statistical Association 
William F. Christensen and Yasuo Amemiya 
Abstract 
Multivariate spatial or geo-referenced data arise naturally in disciplines such as ecol­
ogy, agriculture, geology, and atmospheric sciences. Statistical analysis of such data 
using a latent variable model is considered. We propose a genercd model that incor­
porates spatial correlation and potential lagged or shifted dependencies. Identification 
and interpretation of the model are discussed. Model fitting, parameter estimation, and 
inference procedures axe developed without restrictive assumptions on distribution and 
covariance function forms. Also, a method for predicting the underlying latent vciriable 
process is introduced. The properties and usefulness of the proposed approaches are 
assessed by asymptotic theory and simulation. An example from precision agriculture 
is also discussed. 
1 Introduction 
Latent variable analysis is a statistical tool for describing and modeling the under­
lying structure in multivariate data. The analysis is widely used in situations where 
theoretical quantities can be measured only with errors and/or observed variables can 
be explained (except for error) by a smaller number of unobservable factors. For ex­
ample, in the social and behavioral sciences researchers are often interested in modeling 
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abstract concepts such as abilities, attitudes, or tendencies. While these concepts are 
not directly observable, multi-item questionnaires, tests, or other meaisurement processes 
c2Ln be employed in order to measure quantities that are related to the latent concepts of 
interest. In such situations, the latent variable model describes the general relationship 
among the observed variables and the imobservable factors of interest. 
This type of modeling can also be of interest in the physical and biological sciences, 
where a large number of variables related to some underlying quantities or trend vari­
ables ccin be measured easily. Multivariate data in these areas may be geo-referenced, 
exhibiting spatial correlation. In the axea of precision farming, researchers often col­
lect high-dimensioned data sets including measxirements of numerous soil characteristics, 
topological features, and yield parameters at each location of interest in a field. The 
precise geographic information provided by the now commercially available Global Po­
sitioning System satellites has given farmers the ability to implement practices such 
as variable-rate fertilizer and pesticide application. Such tools offer the potential for 
maximizing profit and minimizing damage to the environment. However, while rich 
and increeisingly precise geo-referenced agricultural data are now available, the existing 
models for multivariate spatial data «ire few in niunber eind often limited in scope. 
Latent variable analysis is a model-based approach in the usual statistical sense— 
that is. statistical analysis is performed by fitting and assessing various aspects of a 
model formulated either to represent subject-matter theory or for exploratory model­
ing. Thus, unlike in purely descriptive methods, scientific or model building issues can 
be addressed meaningfully by performing appropriate statistical anedysis. Development 
of such model fitting and inference procedures for spatial problems requires some c«ire, 
because of the nonstandard spatial dependencies. Our approach to this problem begins 
with introducing a general model that is meaningful in applications and edlows useful 
statistical inferences. Then, we develop estimation, prediction, and inference proce­
dures that are broadly applicable and justified without restrictive assimiptions about 
distributional forms and spatial correlation structure. 
Some approaches for latent variable analysis of spatial data have been discussed in 
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the literature. Wartenberg (1985) discussed a factor analytic approach in two steps. The 
first step involves a dimension reduction ignoring spatial correlation structure and the 
second involves an analysis of the spatial structure of each factor. Wackemagel (1988) 
used models that require the covzirieinces among observed variables to be symmetric. 
Gnmsky and Agterberg (1991, 1992) provided a technique for exploring lagged relation­
ships among variables. Goovaerts, Sonnet, and Navarre (1993) and others employ the 
"coregionalization" technique which places strong constraints on the forms of the vaxi-
ograms eind cross-veiriograms for the data. Cook et al. (1994) introduce the shifted-lag 
model which allows for asymmetric relationships among observed variables. For such 
a model, Majure and Cressie (1997) discussed graphiccJ methods for identifying shifts. 
The models used in the literature have been rather restrictive, and formal statistical 
model fitting and inference procedures have not been addressed. 
We present an approach for latent variable modeling of multivciriate geo-referenced 
data which differs considerably from the previous work. In Section 2, we introduce a very 
general model similar to the dynamic factor analysis model (Molenaar, 1985) in the time 
series factor analysis literature. Statistical issues related to estimation and model fitting 
are discussed in Section 3. Inference and prediction procedures are developed in Section 4 
along with associated asymptotic theory. Section 5 presents extensive simulation results. 
An example from precision agriculture is given in Section 6. 
2 The model and proposed approach 
Define to be a two-dimensional rectangular grid. Suppose that we observe Z(s) = 
(Zi(s),..., Zp(s))', a p-dimensional second-order stationary process with s € D and D C 
Z^. Consider a situation where observed variables Z,(s), i = 1, ...,p, can be expressed as 
linecir functions of an imobservable Ar X1 factor process W(s) = (W^i(s),..., W4(s))'except 
for the zero-mean error processes e,(s), i = and where all the inter-relationships 
among the p Z,(s) processes are explained by W(s), not by the e,(s) processes. A natural 
model for such a situation is a factor analysis model satisfying that each Z,(s) is some 
linear function of W(s) plus e,(s), and that the p-1-1 processes W(s), ei(s),..., ep(s) are 
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independent processes. However, unlike the standard independent sample case, each of 
the p+1 spatial processes W(s), ei(s),ep(s) is sissumed to be a second-order stationary 
process with ein imspecified general spaticd covariance structure for s € D. Note that 
none of the processes is assimied to be isotropic. In the context of a simple model. 
Cook et al. (1994) suggested that an observation Zi(s) at a particular location may 
be related to a vcJue Wj{s + A) at a different location s + A (A ^ 0). Inclusion 
of shifted-factor terms of the form Wj{s + A) allows the model to represent possible 
asymmetric lagged dependencies among the Z,(s) processes, i.e., cov{Z,(s),2f(s + h)} ^  
cov{Zi(s + h), ^ /(s)}, i ^ I. Following the ideas of Anderson (1963) and Molenaar (1985) 
for multiple-lag time series factor analysis models, we generalize the simple shifted-lag 
model of Cook et al. (1994) to an internally consistent model that allows systematic 
modeling and inference regarding the existence and type of shifts. Such a general model 
is 
Zi{s)  = 7.- + + ^ i jg)  + e,(s), i  = I,...,p, (2.1) 
j=l 5=0 
where A,jo = 0, and m,j is the nimiber of shifted values of the jth factor W^j(s) assumed 
to be related to the zth observed variable Z,(s). 
.A.S in the stcindaxd factor analysis model, model (2.1) has some indeterminacy related 
to the fact that the k x I unrestricted factor process W(s) is unobservable. Note that 
W(s) can be linearly transformed without altering the form of the model. In addition, 
the shifts A.ijg are not uniquely defined due to the arbitrary nature of the spatial reference 
for an imobservable process. To remove this factor/shift indeterminacy, we use the so-
called errors-in-variables parameterization to obtain an identifiable form of model (2.1). 
Thus, with possible re-ordering of the p variables Z,(s), we consider the identifiable 
generalized shifted-factor model written as 
k "».j 
^t(s) = 7« "t" ®t(s), i = 1, •..,p A:, j=lg=o 
Zi{s)  = W;_p+fc(s) + e,(s), i  = p-k+l , ..., p, (2.2) 
where A,jo = 0, i = l,...,p — k, j = l,...,fc. In addition to removing the factor/shift 
indeterminacy, this model permits a meaningful interpretation of a factor H^j(s) as the 
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true (error-free) value of Zp_fc+j (s). We refer to W j { s  + as a "shifted factor" when 
A.ijg ^ 0. For example, if p = 3, A: = 1, eind rrtu = m2i = 1, then we write the model as 
^i(s) = 7i + ^iioW^i(s) + AnxW^i(s + Am) + ei(s), 
^2(5) = 72 + a2iow^i(s) + a2iiw^i(s + a211) + 62(3), 
Z3(s) = l^i(s)+ 63(3). (2.3) 
By including multiple shifted terms along with Wj(s), model (2.2) can be considered 
a very flexible explanatory model that cdso allows checking for the existence of shifts 
A,jj by testing Xijg = 0. Thus, we consider model (2.2) with known, given values 
of the mij's and A,jj's. The m^'s £ind A.-j^'s that <ire suspected or proposed can be 
chosen either bcised on subject-matter meaning or by including certain neighboring shifts 
for exploratory model building purposes. See the illustration in Section 6. Majure 
and Cressie (1997) and Christensen and Amemiya (1999) discuss graphical methods for 
identifying possible A.j^'s. 
Given rriij and A.-j^, we can consider fitting model (2.2) by developing procedures 
for estimating the identified parameters 7^, A,jj, and distributioncil parameters for W(s) 
and e,(s). To develop a broadly applicable exploratory procedure, we do not assume 
particular distributionzJ forms of W(s) and e,(s). Thus, the use of some moment-based 
methods is reasonable. In the standard random sample factor analysis, the first two 
sample moments of the p x 1 observation Z(s) are used. However, with the shifted 
factors W^j(s + A.jj) in the model, the first two moments of Z(s) may not be sufficient to 
identify a fit of the model. Also, because of the spatial dependency of Z(s), the use of the 
first two moments of Z(s) may not be most efficient even if the model can be estimated. 
Thus, some lagged sample cross-covziriances need to be included in the moment-based 
analysis in addition to the contemporaneous second moments of Z(s). Natural lags to 
include for fitting model (2.2) are those related to the A,jj appearing in the model or 
neighboring lags. 
To express all the second moments to be used in a manner consistent with model (2.2), 
we augment Z(s) with lagged values of the form Z,(s-|-A) to create an expanded vector 
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Z"(s) of dimension p' (> p), eind consider the elements of S = vjir{Z"(s)} to be the 
second moments to be fitted. Under model (2.2), Z*(s) also satisfies a factor analytic 
model 
Z-(s) = 7 + AW-(s) + e-(s), (2.4) 
where 7 consists of 7,'s and zeros, A consists of A,jj's and constants, W'(s) is a A:" x 1 
expzinded version of W(s), and e*(s) contains e,(s)'s and their lagged values. Hence, 
the p' X p' S can be written as 
S = A# A' + (2.5) 
where the k' x k' ^ = var{W'(s)} and the p' x p" ^ = var{e*(s)}. We do not assume 
any special structure for $ and But, because of the second-order stationaxity of Z(s). 
W(s), and e(s), S, and contain many duplicate elements (beyond symmetry). For 
example, var{Z,(s)} = var{Z,(s + A)}. Also, due to the independence of the e,(s)'s, 
^ contains many zeros. We write S = S(^) where d is a vector containing all Xijg in 
model (2.2) and all distinct elements in # and 
Our moment-based approach obtains an estimator of 6 using some sample second 
moment estimators of the unique elements of S(0). Once 6 containing A.jj is obtained, 
we estimate the remaining parameters by 
£{^0(5)} = 1 5; Zp-i+,(s). ; = 1 k. 
S€D 
7. = - E 51 ^ iJa^P-k+j ^ » = 1- "V P - k, (2.6) j=lg=0 
where N is the sample size. Hence, the estimator development in Section 3 concentrates 
on obtaining 6 based on an estimator of S(0). 
Though several approaches to creating the expanded observation vector Z*(s) axe 
possible, we present a systematic one called "the simple expansion" which is appropriate 
for model (2.2). The augmented observation vector Z*(s) is obtained as the simple 
expansion of Z(s) following the steps: 
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1. For each A^-j in the model (t = 1, — k, j = 1,k, g = 0,my), include the 
shifted variable Z,(s + ^ ijg) in Z*(s). 
2. For aU Vrj(s + appearing in the model for each of the variables added in 1, 
include the corresponding Zp_fc+j(s + A,jj) in Z"(s). 
As an example, consider applying the simple expansion to model (2.3). In step 1, 
we include Zi(s), Zi{s + Am), 22(s), and ^2(5 + A211). Note that model (2.3) written 
for Zi(s + Am) has W^i(s + 2Aai) in the right-hand side, and that H^'i(s + 2A211) 
appeairs in the model for ^2(5 + A211). Then, in step 2, we include ^3(5), Zsis + Am), 
Zsis + A211), 23(3 + 2Am), and ^3(5 + 2A211). Thus, the simple expansion Z*(s) for 
this model is 
Zx(s) 
Zi(s  + Am) 
^2(3) 
^2(3 + a211) 
Z-(s) = Z3(s) 
^3(5 + Am) 
Z3(S + A211) 
^3(3 + 2Am) 
^3(3 + 2a2n) 
Note that when a model contains no shifted factors (no nonzero values of A,jj) then 
the expanded observation vector Z"(s) under the simple expansion is equivalent to the 
original observation vector Z(s). For this and other models, we may choose to create 
an expanded observation vector that is larger than what the simple expansion would 
prescribe. This can be carried out following the approach given in the simple expansion 
steps. That is, when we add shifted versions of any of the first p — k variables to Z"(s), 
we also add the shifted versions of the final k variables corresponding to shifted factor 
variables appearing in the model for the added observations. 
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For a given augmented observation vector Z*(s), we obtain S(ff) in (2.5). If the 
dimension of ff is less them or equal to the number of distinct elements in S(d), the 
model fitting and estimation can be carried out using a moment-based method. This 
"counting rule" identification is simple to verify in practice. For models employing a 
reasonable number of shifted factors, the simple expansion vector Z(s) can be shown to 
provide the coxmting rule identification if the Aijj's in model (2.2) do not depend on i 
(common over i), eind if A: < (2p -I- 1 — }/8p + l)/2. The latter condition is equivalent 
to the identification of model (2.2) with = 0 for ^ > 0, i.e., the corresponding 
standeird factor analysis model with no shifts. Moment-based estimation methods bcised 
on Z'(s) are introduced in the next section. 
3 Estimation issues 
To develop a moment-based estimation procedure for model (2.2). we first consider 
estimation of S(d) in (2.5) based on the augmented observation vector Z'(s). As noted 
in the previous section, S(0) contains redundant elements beyond the symmetry. We 
denote a vector consisting of distinct elements in S(^) by vecu S(d). Each element of 
vecu S(0) is a variance or lagged/cross covariance for the elements of Z(s), and thus 
can be estimated by the naive sample corrected-product-moment covajriance using all 
possible terms in the sample. For excimple, 
COv{Zi(S -I- hi),Z.v(s + hj)} = -rr —j- ^ (^i(Sl) - Zi)(Zi'(Sm} - Z.v) , 
•m —•j=h2—hi 
where is the number of pairs (sj,s,„) such that — s/ = h2 — hi. For notationai 
simplicity, we ignore the different number of terms used for different lagged covariances 
and write such a naive estimator of vecu S(fl) by vecu Sun, where 
S"" = - Z")(Z'(=i) - Z')', (3.1) 
^ ^ t=l 
Z" = Z'(s,), and N  is the number of observations in the random field. In any 
discussion related to asymptotics dLS N oo, we use the expression of type (3.1) to 
represent the actual estimator of vecu S(0). 
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Because of the spatial dependence. Sun in (3-1) is known to have nonnegligible bi<is. 
I.e., 
E{Su„} = S(d)- ]V(y^gcov{z-(s,),z-(s,)} (3.2) 
= S(0) + O(l/iV), 
where the bias is related to var{Z'}. See, e.g., Cressie (1993, Section 3.5.4). Since our 
moment-based approach is based on a good estimator of vecuS(0), we may be interested 
in reducing the bicis of Sun- For this, asstune a practical condition that cov{Z(s), Z(s + 
h)} = 0 if ||hl| > To. In practice, it is possible to estimate Tq by graphically inspecting 
the variograms and cross-vaxiograms for the observed Z(s). Then, for some r related to 
To, cov{Z*(s), Z'(s -t- h)} = 0 if ||h|| > r. Under this condition, the bias term in (3.2) 
can be estimated by 
1 B = Y, (z-(si)-z-)(z -(s,)-z-)' .  
N { N - 1 )  
and we can consider a bias-adjusted estimator vecu Sad of vecu S(tf) by 
(3.3) 
It can be shown that 
Sad = Sun - B. 
E{Sad}=S(«) + 0(l/iV2). 
(3.4) 
Note that Sad in (3.4) may not be nonnegative definite. To assure the nonnegative 
definiteness of our estimator, we suggest the use of a slightly modified version 
( 
Sad = Sun + Sun'/' Ip- + Q 
\ 0 Ip*—m 
\ 
Q' C 1/2 •jun (3.5) 
where p" is the dimension of Z"(s), QTQ' is the spectral decomposition of H = 
and TTO is a diagonal matrix containing the m eigenvalues of 
H that are greater than or equal to -1. In Section 5.1, a simulation study is used to 
compaxe the use of Sun and Sad-
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To obtsun. the augmented observation moment-based estimator, let vecuS denote the 
sample estimator of vecu S(0) to be used in our method, where S is either Sun or Sad-
Our moment-based approach is to use some least squares estimate of 0 by minimizing 
a distance between vecuS tind vecu S(tf). Let © be the parameter space for 0. Then, 
our least squares estimator 0 is defined to be the value of 0 € & minimizing 
SS(5) = [vecu S — vecu )]' S [vecu S — vecu S(0)], (3-6) 
where 5 is some weight matrix possibly depending on the sample. We consider three 
choices for 2. 
A natural choice for the weight matrix S in (3.6) is that matrix yielding the estimated 
generalized lecist squares (GLS) estimator of 0. Note that the difference between Sun 
and Sad is of small order. Thus, acting as if only Sun is being used as S, we can write 
r = var{vecu S} 
where A(si) = vecu (Z'(s,) — Z*)(Z'(s,) — Z*)'. If the observed Z(s) has no spatial 
dependency beyond the range tq, then A(s) has zero spatial correlation beyond some 
range r^. Alternatively, ta can be directly estimated by inspecting the vaxiograms and 
cross-vajriograms for the components of A(s). Given such a ta, we can estimate F in 
(3.7) by 
E (A(Si)-A)(A(si)-A)'. 
where A = ^ A(s,). To insiire the nonnegative definiteness of our estimate, we use 
/ 
f = x^/2 in„ + 
\ 0 Inn—ni 
\ 
Q(A) (3.8) 
where 
* = (jv!!i)3E(AW - A)(A(s) - A)', 
E (A(s,)-A)(A(Sj)-A)', 
l|«.—j||<'-a 
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Q(A) is the spectral decomposition of Y and is an 
m X m dieigoneJ matrix contcuning the m eigenvalues of that are greater than or 
equal to -1. Since this F may not be nonsingular, we use or the inverse of a finitely 
modified F as the GLS weight SGLS- The use of SGLS, the inverse of the fourth-order 
sample moment matrix, may lead to Icirge variability of 9 in finite samples. 
The second approach to choosing S in (3.6) is to use some kind of iteratively re-
estimated weight. If Z'(s) is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) normal, the 
fourth moment matrix V[S(0)] = vax{vecuSun} is just a simple function of second mo­
ments. Thus, although the i.i.d. normai assimiption is not valid, this approach provides 
a simple second-moment-based iteratively estimated weight. 
In order to obtain an explicit expression for V[S(d)], we define some additioned 
notation. After vecu E has been defined for a given p* x p* symmetric matrix E, we 
can find a p'^ x riu matrix such that vec E = #Cu vecu E. Define the Moore-Penrose 
generalized inverse of #Cu to be /cjj" = )~^Ku- Under the assumption that Z*(s) is 
i.i.d. normal, we can use the proof of Lemma 4.A.1 of Fuller (1987) to show that 
V[X)(d)] = var{vecuSun} 
= -^<[S(^)®S(^)]/c;r'. (3.9) 
Thus, our iteratively re-weighted pseudo-normaJ estimation procedure obtains the jth 
.[y_x] _ " [0] . 
step estimate minimizing (3.6) with E = (V[S(0 )])~^- The starting value 6 is 
obtained by minimizing SS(0) with S = (V[S])~\ where the function V[-] is defined in 
(3.9). 
The third choice of S in (3.6) is the identity matrix I„„, where is the dimension 
of vecu S. This choice not depending on the sample provides a simplicity that may be 
attractive in smail to moderate samples. 
4 Inference and prediction 
Our general model (2.2) allows us to address relevant scientific or modeling questions 
by testing hypotheses concerning parameters. For example, the existence or inclusion 
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of a certeiin shifted factor term can. be exzunined by testing the corresponding Xijg = 0. 
Also, studying the spatial or Icigged covariances of W(s) and e,(s) appearing in S(ff) 
may be of modeling interest, and confidence intervcils for parameters may be useful. 
Such inference can be obtciined based on the least squares estimator 0 in Section 3 and 
its asymptotic distribution. 
To derive the limiting distribution of ff, we use a central limit theorem for a sample 
meaji in a random field as the field increzises in domain. For our use, we need a version 
for multivaxiate data with explicitly stated normalization constant and limiting variance 
expressions. The following theorem presents such a result under assimiptions appropriate 
for our practiced situations. In this sense. Theorem 1 differs from some central limit 
theorems in the literature, e.g., Rosenblatt (1985) zind Bolthausen (1982). The proof of 
Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix. We define Cx(h) = cov{X(s),X(s + h)}. 
Theorem 1 (Central limit theorem for multivariate reindom fields) Let X(s) = 
(A'i(s),..., Xp(s)) be a p-variate zero-mean second-order stationary random field with 
s € D, where D is an ni x n2 subset of a rectangular grid. Assume 
( i )  there exis ts  a  f ini te  b  such that  £'||A',(s)|^| < b. i = l,...,p. 
( i i )  there exis ts  a  r  such that  {X(s),s € Di} is independent of {X(s),s € D2} for 
any Di C D and D2 C D satisfying 
mm ||si -S2II > r. 
s16d1 
sjsdj 
Then, as ni —)• 00, 713 —>• 00, 
2 :  x ( s ) w ( o . n ) ,  
where Q = Ehe.v(Cx(h), 
M = { { i , j ) :  |l(tac,iar)|| < r: z, j G (...,-1,0,1,...)} , 
Qc is the distance between columns of the grid, and Qr is the distance between rows of 
the grid. 
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Using Theorem 1, we can explicitly derive the limiting distribution for B in the next 
theorem. This result applies to 0 using any choice of S given in Section 3 eind for either 
S = Sun or S = Sad-
Theorem 2 (Limiting distribution of 0) Let Z{s) = {Zi{s),Zp{s)) be ap-variate 
fourth-order stationary random field satisfying model (2.2) with s € D. where D is an 
ni X n2 subset of a rectangular grid. Let Oq denote the true value of 0. Assume 
( i )  there exis ts  a  f ini te  b  such that  £'{(Z,(s))®} < b, i = l,...,p, 
(ii) for Di C D and D2 C D, 
min ||si — S2II > T {Z(s),s 6 Di} is independent o/{Z(s),s € Dj} , 
s16d1 
siedj 
(Hi)  as  ni  ex ,  n2 00, S —^ £, where S is positive definite, 
( iv)  0Q is  an interior  point  o f&,  
(v)  For any e > 0, there is a 5( > 0 such that for any 0 E 
11^ -^oll > c =?• ||vecuE(^) - vecuS(do)|| > 5,, 
(v i )  F = has full column rank. 
00 e=0Q 
Then, as ni —f 00, n2 00, 
y/KTKliB-Bo) Ar[o,(F'SF)-'F'SnSF (F'SF)"'], (4.1) 
where €l = plim ni n2 var{vecuS}. 
nj -*00 
n2-^oo 
Proof: Under the conditions, Z = E{Z(s)} + Op{].lajid by Theorem 1, 
y^n7n2(vecuS — vecuS(0o))^(0,12). (4.2) 
Combining this with (Hi)., SS(0) in (3.6) satisfies 
SS(d) SSo(fl) = [vecu S ( 0 o )  -  vecu S(tf)]' 2 [vecu S(0o) - vecu S(d)]. 
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By the identifiability condition fuj, SSo(®) is uniquely minimized at 0 = Bq. Hence, it 
follows from the standard subsequence zirgimient that 
9 Oq. (4.3) 
Note that, by definition, S(fl) is twice continuously differentiable. By (4.3) and (iv), 
with probability approaching one as rii oo, n2 —)• oo. 
o/^^vecue(«) (vecuS — vecu S(d)) = 0. 
«= " ' 
Thus, it can be shown using (4.2), (4.3), (rri), and the standaxd Taylor expansion argu­
ment that 
0 — ffo = (F'SF)~^S(vecu S — vecu S(5)) + Op{l/y/nin2). 
Hence, the result follows from (4.2). • 
.A.n estimator of the asymptotic variance of 9 based on (4.1) is 
^{^} = (F'SF)"'F'Sf SF (F'HF)'\ (4.4) 
where F is given in (3.8), and 
p ^ dvecuS(0) 
s=s 
Using (4.4), we can test hypotheses about 9 and construct confidence intervals. 
In (4.4), r of (3.8) is used as an estimator of F = where N = nin2.  Since 
9 is obtained before computing }, we can suggest an alternative estimator of F = 
Let F be F in (3.8) except that A is replaced by vecuS(fl) in the formulas for 
X and Y. While both F and F may underestimate F, we might expect that the bias of 
F will be less than the bias of F. Section 5.1 compares F and F in w{fl}. 
Once model (2.2) is fitted and associated inferences are made, the researcher may be 
interested in predicting the value of the underlying factor process W(s) at one or more 
locations in the domain. The standard approach for predicting an imobservable random 
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vstriable is to use the best lineeir unbiased predictor (BLUP) based on eJl observations. 
However, this approach is not applicable in our problem, because we neither cissume 
pzirticulax covarieince function forms nor estimate all second moments. Instead, we 
propose a limited information approach based on Z"(s) of (2.4) used for model fitting. 
This approach is possible eind practiczd imder our assumption of general unspecified 
coveirieince structure, because all quantities necessary for prediction axe obtained in our 
estimation procedure based on Z"(s). The limited-information BLUP (LIBLUP) of 
W(s) in model (2.2) is 
W(liblup)(s) = E{W(s)} + cov{W(s), Z"(s)} [^{Z'is)}]-' (Z-(s) - E{Z"(s)}), 
(4.5) 
where E{W(s)} and E{Z*(s)} are as developed in (2.6), ^r{Z*(s)} = S(tf), and 
cov{W(s), Z*(s)} is found using Xijg and estimated second moments of W(s). 
5 Simulation results 
5.1 Evaluation of estimation approaches 
The purpose of the first simulation study is to compare various estimation options 
in order to recommend an approach or approaches for estimating 6 and carrying out 
inference. We consider options for estimating S(fl), for selecting a weight matrix to be 
used in the leeist squeires minimization (3.6), and for obtaining an estimate of F to be 
used in the estimated covariance matrix (4.4). 
The data were generated from model (2.3) with the domain D being a 20 x 20 grid 
with a common row and column distance. The factor process Wi(s) was generated as 
a normal random field with an isotropic spherical vaxiogram function (partial sill = 
^Wi — 4, range = and nugget = 0). Each of the error processes e,(s), i = 1,2,3, 
was generated as a normai random field with an isotropic sphericai variogram function 
(partial sill = Cg = 1, range = Tg, and nugget = 0). For model fitting, the true values 
of the shift paxameters Am = (2,2) and A.i2i = (2,0) axe assimied given. 
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Three different data generation scenarios were studied: 
Scenaxio 0: 
Scenario 1: 
Scenario 2: 
alio am 1.5 0 
a210 a2h 1.5 0 
alio am 0.5 1 
a210 a211 1 0.5 
alio am 0 1.5 
a210 a211 0 1.5 
TWi =0,  Te = 0, 
, TUT, = 4, Te = 2, 
= 10, Te = 5. 
We expect estimation and inference properties to be good under Scenario 0 since there 
is no spatial dependence and no shifted factors. In contrast, the range of spatial de­
pendence in Scenario 2 is large relative to the domain size, and Zi{s) amd ^2(5) depend 
only on shifted factors. Thus, parameter estimation and inference are expected to be 
problematic in Scenario 2. 
For each scenaxio, 500 samples were generated. From each sample, 0, vaf{d} of 
(4.4), and of (4.5) were obtained using different estimation and inference 
approaches. For each data generation scenario, all combinations of 3 weight matrices 
(I„„, (V[S(0)])~S and F ^), and 2 estimates of S(0) (Sun and Sad) were evaluated. 
Table 1 summarizes the four estimated factor loadings' (Ano, Aui, A210, A211) empirical 
absolute bias, MSE, and coverage probability for a nominal 95% confidence interval 
using each of F and f in (4.4). Each entry in the table is the average value over the 
factor loadings. Additionally, Table 1 gives the median of ASE^^^ where 
asert-. = 
i=l 
(5.1) 
and M^i(s) is the "LIBLUP" estimator of W^i(s) defined in (4.5) and the median of (5.1) 
is taken over the 500 samples. 
Table 1 shows that the use of Sun or Sad for estimating S(0) makes very little 
difference for the factor loading estimation. In fact, the only way in which Sad provides 
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Table 1 Summary results for factor loading estimates and . 
Average Average 
Scen­- Weight 
Estimate 
of 
Average 
absolute Average 
coverage 
prob. 
coverage 
prob. Median 
ario matrix S(«) bias MSB (using f) (using f) ASE^y^ 
0 Inu Sun 0.0036 0.0026 0.9640 0.9745 0.1896 
0 Iriu Sad 0.0035 0.0026 0.9645 0.9730 0.1895 
0 (V[E(0)])-i Sun 0.0032 0.0026 0.9420 0.9610 0.1874 
0 (V[S(d)])-i 
r' 
Sad 0.0030 0.0026 0.9435 0.9605 0.1873 
0 Sun 0.0916 0.0173 0.3110 0.8035 0.2792 
0 r' Sad 0.0917 0.0173 0.3100 0.8030 0.2795 
1 Ihu Sun 0.0070 0.0112 0.9350 0.9425 0.5328 
1 Iriu Sad 0.0071 0.0113 0.9275 0.9375 0.5331 
1 (V[S(<9)])-^ Sun 0.0104 0.0106 0.9215 0.9365 0.5260 
1 (V[E(0)])-i Sad 0.0088 0.0105 0.9190 0.9310 0.5283 
1 r' Sun 0.0283 0.0145 0.7105 0.9105 0.5744 
1 r' Sad 0.0308 0.0150 0.6985 0.9015 0.5751 
2 In„ Sun 0.0350 0.1484 0.8705 0.8930 0.9252 
2 K Sad 0.0313 0.1508 0.8615 0-8815 0.9415 
2 (V[S(0)])-^ Sun 0.0360 0.1436 0.8415 0.8808 0.9083 
2 (V[E(0)])-i Sad 0.0342 0.1461 0.8294 0.8618 0.9052 
2 r' Sun 0.0867 0.1858 0.5070 0.6770 1.4428 
2 r' Sad 0.0753 0.1786 0.5080 0.6720 1.4180 
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a non-trivizJ improvement over Sun is in the bias of the factor and error variances and 
covariances. In generzJ, using Sad yields variance and covariance parameter estimates 
that axe slightly less biased than the estimates obtained using Sun- This is not surprising 
since the bias of Sun is greater than the bias of Sad- Nevertheless, the estimates of the 
factor loadings appear to be relatively unaffected by a bicised estimate of S(tf). 
Because the estimate of S(d) has little influence on the performance of the factor 
loading estimation and inference and on the performance of , Figures 1 through 5 
present results averaged over the two levels of "estimate of 53(0)." These figures illustrate 
the fact that using F as a weight matrix in the GLS minimization of equation (3.6) is 
unacceptable because it yields estimates of B that are poor (in terms of both bias and 
variance). 
Figures 1 and 2 plot the average absolute bias and the average MSB for the factor 
loadings, respectively. It is cleax from these figures that Scenario 2 is the most diflicult 
scenario for obtaining good estimates of the factor loadings. This is not surprising since 
the size of the domain D (20x20) is relatively small compared to the range of spatial 
dependence for W^i(s) (iv, = 10). Additionally, Zi{s) and ^2(3) are only related to 
Z^is) through the shifted factor. In terms of bias, the I„„ does slightly better than 
the (V[S(0)])~^ weight. The bias when using either or (V[S(fl)])~' is quite small in 
Scenarios 0 and 1. In terms of MSE, the I„„ and (V[S(^)])~' weights are almost identical 
in Scenarios 0 and 1, and (V[S(0)])~^ does only slightly better than I„„ in Scenario 2. 
The bias and MSE of the estimates using F ' as a weight are poor compared to the bias 
and MSE of the estimates obtained using the other two weight matrices. 
Figures 3 and 4 plot coverage probabilities when estimating var{0} using F and F 
as the matrix in the middle of the sandwich formula (4.4), respectively. These figures 
show that using f increases the coverage probability, particularly when using f as 
the weight matrix. For Scenarios 0 and 1, the coverage probabilities of the nominal 
95% confidence intervals are very close to 95% and the coverage probabilities associated 
with the I„„ weight matrix are always slightly larger than the coverage probabilities 
associated with the (V[S(fl)])"' weight matrix. Coverage probabilities with the F 
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Scenario 
Figure 1 Absolute bias for the factor loading estimates for each combination 
of three scenarios (0, 1, 2) and the three weight matrices (I„„ = "I" 
with a solid line, (V[S(^)])~^ = "V with a dotted line, F ^ = "G" 
with a dashed line). 
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2 0 1 
Scenario 
Figure 2 MSE for the factor loading estimates for each combination of the 
three scenarios (0, 1, 2) and the three weight matrices (I„„ = "F 
with a solid line, (V[S(^)])~^ = "V" with a dotted line, F = "G" 
with a dashed line). 
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Figure 3 Coverage probability for the factor loading estimates when estimat­
ing var{0} using F for each combination of the three scenarios (0, 
1, 2) and the three weight matrices (I„„ = "I" with a solid line, 
(V[S(0)])-^ = "V" with a dotted line, f"' = "G" with a dashed 
line). The nominal 95% coverage is denoted with a line. 
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Scenario 
Figure 4 Coverage probability for the factor loading estimates when estimat­
ing vax{fl} using F for each combination of the three scenarios (0, 
1, 2) and the three weight matrices (I„„ = T with a solid line, 
(V[S(0)])~^ = "V" with a dotted line, f ^ = "G" with a dashed 
line). The nominal 95% coverage is denoted with a line. 
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weight are poor, but using f in the c<dculation of the confidence interval improves the 
coverage drsunaticzdly. Figure 5 illustrates that, with respect to ASE^ir^, (V[S(0)])~^ 
and I„„ give simileir performance, amd are superior to F \ 
We conclude from this simulation that when there is interest in accurate estimation 
of factor eind error variances and coviiriances, Sad in (3-5) should be used as an estimate 
of S(^). When the primary interest is in estimation and inference for the factor load­
ings, one can use imadjusted sample moments to estimate the unique moments in S(0) 
with no noticeable loss of estimation accuracy or inference validity. Use of f ^ as the 
weight matrix in (3.6) should be avoided. Rather, use of is recommended because 
of its simplicity and good performeince. For the associated inferences, the appropriate 
covaxiance matrix (4.4) using F gives very accurate resxilts. 
5.2 Evaluation of estimation properties under seversJ data models 
The purpose of the simulation study in Section 5.1 was to compare several different 
approaches for estimation and inference for 6. In this section, we assess the performance 
of a particular approach imder several data models. We use the procedure with Sun 
an estimate of S(tf), I„„ as the weight, and F in the asymptotic covaricince matrix. The 
data-model experimental factors considered are the factor loading structure, the factor 
process distribution, the spatial dependence range, the signaJ-to-noise ratio, and the 
sample field size. 
Two factor loading structures 
-^110 -^111 
1 10 0
 
A: 
A210 A211 1.5 0 
B: 
-^110 -^lll 0.5 1 
= 
A210 A211 1 
10 0
 
were considered. For the factor process, normal and lineaxly transformed lognormal 
distributions were considered. Each of these two processes were generated to have an 
isotropic spherical vaxiograxn with range = iv,, partial sill = and nugget = 0. The 
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Figure 5 Median for each combination of the three scenarios (0, 1, 
2) and the three weight matrices (I„„ = "P with a solid line, 
(V[S(d)])-i = "V" with a dotted line, f"' = ''G" with a dashed 
line). 
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error processes always have a common normal distribution with a spherical variogram 
with rzuige = Vg, partial sill = Cg, and nugget = 0. For the range of spatial dependence 
of the factor and error processes, we considered a "small" range with tWi = 4 and Tg = 2, 
and a "large" range with Tw•^ = 10 joid = 5. For the estimation of F, it was assumed 
that TA = 4 for the small range and = 6 for the large range. For the signal-to-noise 
ratio, a "low reliability" case with = 7 and cr^ = 3, zmd a "high reliability" case with 
= 9 and = 1 were considered. Two sample fields, 20 x 20 and 30 x 30 grids, were 
used, where both grids axe squares, i.e., have a common row eind column grid distance. 
This simulation study, assessing five experimentzil factors with two levels each, w<is 
run using a haLf-fractioncd factorial treatment structure, with two-way interactions con­
founded with three-way interactions. Consequently, we can discuss only main effects 
and two-way interactions. For each factor combination in the experiment. 1000 samples 
were generated. Following the same basic structure of Table 1 from Section 5.1, for 
each experimental factor combination. Table 2 gives values of the following quantities 
averaged over the 4 factor loadings in the model: absolute bias, MSE, and coverage 
probability for a nominal 95% confidence interval. Also given is the median of ASE^^. 
Figures 6 and 7 depict the main effects and two-way interactions of the 5 experimental 
factors for the absolute bias averaged over the 4 factor loadings. We first note that bias 
is usually quite small relative to the average size of the factor loadings. The main effiect 
with the greatest impact on bias is the spatial dependence range, followed by the sample 
size. When the range of spatial dependence is large, there is a tendency for the factor 
loadings associated with 1^1(5) to be overestimated and for the factor loadings associated 
with the shifted factor to be underestimated. This tendency is particuleirly pronoimced 
under factor loading structure A, where both Zi{s) and Z2(s) depend on the factor at 
only one of the two potential locations (see Figure 8). 
Note also from Figure 7 that the improvement of the bias due to an increased sample 
size is much greater when the processes have a laxge range of spatial dependence than 
when the processes have a small range of spatial dependence. The bicis of the factor 
loadings is equally low for the two factor loading structures when the range of spatial 
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Table 2 Smnmaxy results for factor loading estimates and 
Factor 
loading Factor Avg. Avg. 
struc­ distri­ Relia­ Sample abs. Avg. cov. Median 
ture bution Range bility size bieis MSE prob. ASE^,^ 
A normai Small High 30 X 30 0.0074 0.0051 0.9650 0.3892 
A normal Small Low 20 X 20 0.0047 0.0413 0.9668 1.0169 
A normal Lcirge High 20 X 20 0.0364 0.0519 0.9035 0.5436 
A normal Large Low 30 X 30 0.0223 0.0758 0.9280 0.9628 
A lognor Small High 20 X 20 0.0138 0.0211 0.9597 0.4966 
A lognor Small Low 30 X 30 0.0028 0.0220 0.9625 0.9046 
A lognor Large High 30 X 30 0.0151 0.0294 0.9352 0.4281 
A lognor Large Low 20 X 20 0.0461 0.2592 0.8815 1.1469 
B normal Small High 20 X 20 0.0030 0.0062 0.9635 0.7038 
B normal Small Low 30 X 30 0.0020 0.0080 0.9550 1.2588 
B normal Large High 30 X 30 0.0129 0.0168 0.9322 0.5424 
B normal Large Low 20 X 20 0.0193 0.1771 0.8570 1.4475 
B lognor Small High 30 X 30 0.0018 0.0040 0.9768 0.5593 
B lognor Small Low 20 X 20 0.0166 0.0290 0.9582 1.3729 
B lognor Large High 20 X 20 0.0222 0.0554 0.8645 0.7452 
B lognor Large Low 30 X 30 0.0103 0.0728 0.9005 1.1352 
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Los- SmaO 
normal Range 
Figure 6 Average absolute bias for the 4 factor loadings for each level of each 
of the 5 experimental factors. 
dependence is small, but the bias of the factor loadings is much greater for factor loading 
structure A when the rajige of spatial dependence is large. 
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the main effects and two-way interactions for the MSE 
averaged over the 4 factor loadings. The main effect with the greatest impact on MSE is 
the range, followed by reliability and sample size. The significajit interactions illustrated 
in Figure 10 involve range, reliability, and sample size. Any combination of lajge range, 
low reliability, and small sample size results in particularly large MSE, i.e., estimation 
diflBculty. This can also be seen in Table 2, where the two laxgest MSE values occur for 
combinations of large spatial dependency range, low reliability, and small field. Also, 
for factor loading structure A, the MSE is somewhat smaller for the normal factors than 
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Normal 
A B 
LOADING STRUCTURE 
Nomial Lognomial 
DISTRIBUTION RANGE 
Low High 
RELIABILITY 
Figure 7 Two-way interaction plots for average absolute bias for the 4 factor 
loadings. 
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Figure 8 Comparison of bias for each of the four factor loading estimates at 
each of the two levels of range. Separate plots are given for the data 
generated with factor loading structure A (top) and factor loading 
structure B (bottom). In each plot, "S" and a dotted line is used 
to indicate the average bias when using the small range values, and 
"L" and a dashed line is used to indicate the average bias when 
using the large range vaJues. 
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Loading Loading Nomial Log- Smalt Large Low ReB- High Reli- 20 x 20 30 x 30 
Structure Structure normal Range Rarin abiHty ability Sannple Sample A B 7 J 
Figure 9 Average MSE for the 4 factor loadings for each level of each of the 
5 experimental factors. 
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LOADING STRUCTURE 
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DISTRIBUTION 
Small Large 
RANGE 
Low High 
REUABIUTY 
Figtire 10 Two-way interaction plots for average MSB for the 4 factor load­
ings. 
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for the lognormal factors. 
Figures 11 and 12 are for the coverage probability averaged over the 4 factor loadings. 
The rcinge and sample size have the greatest impact on coverage. As shown in Figure 12, 
a small sample size has a negative effect only with large range of spatizd dependency. 
Four of the five lowest coverage probabilities in Table 2 were associated with large range 
cind smeiU sample size. But, the coverage probability is rather reasonable even for these 
5 cases, and is very close to the nominal level for all other cases. 
The median of defined in (5.1) is covered by Figures 13 and 14. The predic­
tion accuracy is influenced most by reliability, «ind to a lesser extent, by factor loading 
structure and sample size. Note from Table 2 that the median of ASE^y^ is always much 
less than 1 for the high reliability cases «ind much less than 3 for the low reliability ceises. 
This indicates that the limited-information BLUP (4.5) is a much better predictor of 
the factor H^i(s) than is Z3(s}. 
6 Analysis of precision farming data 
Since the time that the Global Positioning System (GPS) became available for public 
use nearly ten years ago, there heis been an increased interest in precision farming. The 
GPS allows the agronomist or soil scientist to ascertain a particular location within a 
field to a high level of accuracy. This precise mecisure of location in a field, combined 
with soil chciracteristics, yield measurements, and other data associated with the location 
can then be used to extract valuable information about the complex process of plant 
growth. This information collected at multiple locations within a field can be used 
to formulate yield-maximization strategies such eis variable-rate fertilizer, herbicide or 
pesticide application. Though such data are now readily available, there remains a 
need for spatial modeling tools that can assist in explaining the relationships among 
soil characteristics, environmental conditions, and yield. We present here an application 
of the generEilized shifted-factor model and the augmented observation model-fitting 
approach for assessing soil quality from multivariate soil characteristic data. 
The data to be analyzed here were drawn from part of a privately owned farm 
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Loading Loading Normal Ixg-
Structure Structure norma 
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Range 
Figure 11 Average coverage probability for the 4 factor loadings for each level 
of each of the 5 experimental factors. 
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Figvire 12 Two-way interaction plots for average coverage probability for the 
4 factor loadings. 
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Structure Structure normal Range Ratige ability ability Sample Sample 
A B Si» Size 
Figure 13 Median ASEw', for each level of each of the 5 factors. 
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FigTire 14 Two-way interaction plots for mediaji ASEpv,. 
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in southeastern Boone County, Iowa (Colvin, et al., 1997). In May of 1997, several 
soil characteristics (including log(Ca), log(Cu), log(Mg), log(Mn), cuxd log(Zn)) were 
measured in parts per million at each of 215 sites. All sites come from an approximately 
350 m X 350 m portion of the field. The sites axe located along 8 equally-spaced east-
west transects. Along each transect there are 28 sites, spaced approximately 12.2 m 
apaxt. The soil scimples consisted of 6 cores, 1 inch in disuneter auid collected to a depth 
of 8 inches. Samples were air dried, ground, extracted, and analyzed for the various 
nutrients using inductively-coupled plsisma (ICP) techniques (Karlen cind Colvin, 1998). 
Figure 15 is a map of the sampling locations used in our analyses. 
The researcher may hjrpothesize that the five soil characteristics of interest (log(Ca), 
log(Cu), log(Mg), log(Mn), and log(Zn)) can be modeled as being dependent on a single 
spatially correlated "soil quality" process. That is, each observed characteristic is a 
function of the latent factor, plus a general error process which is independent of the 
factor process and other error processes. Although no theoretical reason exists for lagged 
relationships between the observed variables and the latent variable, our methodology 
can be used to evaluate potential shifts. Consider a model 
log[Ca](s) = 7i + Aiio^^x(s)-|-Au„V^i(s-h''n")-^A„eW^i(s-h V)-hei(s) 
log[Cul(s) = 72 + A2ioH^i(s)-F A2inW^i(s + "n")-H A2ieM^i(s-h "e") + 62(5) 
log[Mg](s) = 73 + A3io^^i(s) + A3i„VFi(s-h''n'') + A3ieV^i(s-^''e")-he3(s) 
log[Mn](s) = 74 + A4ioW^i(s) + A4inM^i(s-I-"n")-I-A4iel^i(s + "e")-I-64(3) 
log[Zn](s) = W^i(s) + 65(5), (6.1) 
where (s -I- "n") refers to the site 48 m to the north (the nearest north neighbor) and 
(s + "e") refers to the site 12.2 m to the east (the nearest e«ist neighbor). 
For these data, the range of spatieil dependence was estimated to be approximately 
150 m, and TA was set to 150 m in the calculation of F. The augmented observation 
vector Z*(s) used to fit the model included the elements of Z*(s), the four nearest 
neighbors for each process, and aU other lagged versions of log[Zn](s) that were prescribed 
by the simple expansion approach given in Section 2. For these data, virtually the szime 
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Figure 15 Map of the soil chziracteristic measurement locations in the field. 
parameter estimates were obtained using the OLS weight (I„„) and the normality-based 
weight ((V[S(d)])~^). The factor loading estimates, standard errors, and p-values for 
model (6.1) using the OLS weight (intercepts -y.'s are suppressed) cire 
log[Ca](s) = 1.80 W i { s )  + (-0.25) H^i(s+ ''n") + 0.41 Vri(s + "e") + ei(s), 
std. err. 0.81 0.96 0.81 
p-value 0.027 0.792 0.615 
log[Cu](s) = 0.98 l^i(s) + (-0.19) 1^1(8 + "n") + 0.21 Wi{s + ''e") + 62(3), 
std. err. 0.34 0.46 0.32 
p-value 0.004 0.678 0.507 
log[Mg](s) = 0.82 W y i s )  + (-0.08) W i { s  + "n") + 0.18 W , { s  +  "e") + 63(5), 
std. err. 0.41 0.37 0.36 
p-value 0.046 0.818 0.624 
log[Mn](s) = 0.69 l^i(s) + (-0.15) 1^1(5-h "n") -i- 0.07 H^i(s + "e") + 64(3), 
std. err. 0.48 0.37 0.47 
p-value 0.153 0.679 0.882 
log[Zn](s) = ^^^(s) + 65(3). 
Note that all of the shifted-factor terms in the model are nonsignificant. Thus, the model 
with no shifted factors was fitted to obtain the final model 
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log[Ca](s) = 1.95 Vri(s) + ei(s), 
std. err. 0.63 
p-value 0.002 
log[Cu](s) = 1.14 W^i(s) + 62(3), 
std. err. 0.31 
p-value 0.0003 
log[Mg](s) = 1.02 W^i(s) + 63(3), 
std. err. 0.32 
p-value 0.001 
log[Mn](s) = 0.76 W^i(s) + 64(3), 
std. err. 0.40 
p-value 0.056 
log[Zn](s) = Wds) -h 65(3). 
The values for the factor process can be predicted using the limited-information 
BLUP approach (4.5). Figure 16 gives image plots of each of the five observed variables 
as well cis the estimated factor process. The predicted factor is a noise-free smooth 
process which incorporates features of each of the five observed variables. Because our 
final model for these data involves only one factor process and no shifted factors, each 
observed variable estimates a linear function of the factor at that location. As seen in 
Figure 16, the LIBLUP of the factor delineates the areas of high and low soil richness 
much more cleeirly thaji any observed variable. 
The generalized shifted-factor model, the augmented observation (AO) model-fitting 
approach, and the associated methodology provide the applied researcher with powerful 
tools for exploring and modeling spatially correlated multivariate data. The procedxires 
proposed in this paper are useful for a very broad range of problems and data, and 
provide accurate and informative analysis. 
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log(Ca) log(Cu) log(Mg) 
log(Zn) log{Mn) estimated factor process 
Figure 16 Image plots (black = high, white = low) for the five observed 
variables and the estimated factor process. 
Appendix 
This appendix presents a proof of Theorem 1. First, a central limit theorem for 
univaxiate spatial processes is given as a lemma. 
Lemma (Central limit theorem for univariate random fields) Let X(s) be a 
zero-mean second-order stationary random field with s € D, where D is an ni x n2 
subset of a rectangular grid. Assume 
(i) there exists a finite b such that ^||A'(s)|^| < b, 
(ii) for Di C D and D2 C D, 
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»t€Dt min ||si — S2II > T =>• {X(s),s E Di} is independent o/{X(s),s € Da} . 
Then, asni -¥ 00, 112 —>• oo> 
E -^(=) 
where = EheM Cx{h), 
M  = : ||(iQc,iar)|| < r; i , j  € (...,-1,0,1,-)} 1 (A.l) 
Qc is iAe distance between columns of the grid, and Qr is the distance between rows of 
the grid. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that ni = nj = n and that the n^ observa­
tional locations in D are on a square grid. Let / = q = [j], and m = [r + 1], 
where [y] denotes the integer paxt of y. Partition the locations in the first Iq rows 
eind the first Iq colimans into a. q x q grid of / x / blocks, and denote these blocks 
FcdiC = 1,...,9, d = 1,...,9. Let the region of D containing the locations in the final 
n — ql rows and the final n — ql columns be denoted E. Define Acj to be the first 
I — m rows and the first I — m colimms of Fcd,c = 1,..., q, d = I, ...,q. Let the region 
of Fed containing the locations in the final m rows and the final m columns be denoted 
c = 1,..., q, d = I,..., q. Then, 
An illustration of this partitioning of D is given in Figure 17. 
We now show that the effect of ignoring the locations in Bed, c = 1,..., 9, d = 1,..., 9, 
and E is negligible as n 00. Let be the variance of X(s) and denote |G| to be the 
number of locations in the area G. Note that for any s € Bc<f, the nimiber of locations 
X: ->c(s) = - E i: ( E -^(s) + E -^(s) 1 + i E ^ (®)-
S6D " C=1 (f=l Vs6Aed sgBerf / " seE 
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Figxire 17 Partitioning of the rii x n2 grid D in the proof of Lemma. 
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within m of s is always less than |7rm^, so 
E E E cov{j:(s.),A^(si)} 
^s6Be^ J SiSBcd 'i^^cd 
< IBcrfl <7^ + 2 |Bci|. 0-2 
= (^ irni^  + 1^  (2/m — m )^ a^ . 
Note that for any s € Bed, there eire less than Sm^ locations close enough to covary 
with locations in other Bed's. Each of these Sm^ locations can covary with up to 
locations in other Bed's, and each of these covaxiances is bounded by so 
varjxill E ^ (s)| < S  ^ (s)|+g^(|7rmV2) [^e=l d=l seBcd J c=ld=l U^Bcd J 
= 0 (2^"^ ~ 
= Op(n''^) Op(n"») + Op(n"-') 
= Op(n'='»), 
and since E {ELi ELi E,eB^ A-{s)} = 0, 
1 1 \ S ^(s) ^ = Op(n^^^®) [c=l d=ls€Bcrf 
=^EE E X(s) = Op(n'«'«) 
C=1 (i=l s€Bed 
^ E E E *(») = Op(n-'"») = <,^(1), (a.2) 
" C=1 d=l S€Berf 
The number of locations s G E is less than 2nl — Note that for any s 6 E, the 
number of locations within m units of s is always less than -kw? and the covariance of 
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X(s,) and X(s,-») is bounded by a^. This implies that 
VAR|5:JF(S)| = |E|<R'+£ £ COV{A:(S.),X(S,)} 
S,€E ^EE 
< |E| <7^ + 27rm^|E| 
< (27rm^ 4-l)(2n/—cr^ 
= Op(n"»), 
and since E {Hsce^Cs)} = 0, 
5:J^(s)|  =Op(n"») 
,reE j 
. Y. = Op(n'"«) 
s€B 
ij;X(s)=Op(n-'/"')=<,p(l).  (A.3) 
var 
"S€E 
Now define Ycd = EseA,^ ^ (s). 
= (I - r r ,\2 ^  H C x { S i - S j )  
s.6ACRF 'JE^CD 
1 
E[(^-"^)'-^h] Cx(h) 
h1X( 
( /-m)2-rh ^  
- Si, C-r^ )' 
= 
where 7V( is defined in equation (A.l) axid 
=  { \ h , \  +  \ h 2 \ ) { l - m ) - \ h i \ \ h 2 \  
= Op(r."«). 
As n oo, 
"J E Cx(h). 
heM 
In order to apply the Liapounov central limit theorem to Ycd, c = 1,..., 9, <i = 1,..., g, 
we verify the following properties of this sequence of random variables: 
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(1) Yd, c = 1,q, d=\,^ is a triangulsLr array since these axe mutually indepen­
dent random variables and since q oo as n oo. 
(2) E{Yai} = 0, 
(3) E{y^} = < 00, 
(4) vi = ZL, EL. = q^u,l 
Then, since 
T, 
8« € Aed 
1 1 1 ? 
< { l - m }  
= ——b —»• 0, 
<1^  
• n  -  m f b  
we c«in conclude by the Liapounov central limit theorem that 
9 C=1 d=l 
Using (A.2), (A.3), (A.4), and Slutzky's Theorem, we conclude that 
.—.1 J 1 «i»-A 
(A.4) 
s€D c=i d=i seBcd 
" c=l d=l 
=  { q i l - m ) / n )  ^  + ^ ( 1 ^  
•=l (i=l s^Acd 
9 9 
n 
sgE 
• 1 
Af(0,u)=) 
• 
We now give the proof of Theorem 1 (multivariate central limit theorem for random 
fields) which makes use of the result of Lemma. 
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Proof of Theorem 1: As in the proof of Lemma, we assmne (without loss of genercdity) 
that ni = 722 = n that the observationcd locations in D cire on a square grid. For 
a non-zero t 6 R**, consider 
t'(^Ex(s))=iEr(s) 
V"s6D /  "seD 
where r(s) = t'X(s). Note that r(s) is a zero-mean second-order stationziry process 
satisfying (ii) in Lemma. The condition (i) is also satisfied, because E{r(s)} is bounded 
by ctb for some constant ct depending on t. Thus, by Lemma, 
- Y. r(s) A iv(o,u4), 
" 8€D 
where the limiting variance is defined in Lemma to be 
= E CT(h) 
h6A< 
= t'(j:cx(h)]t 
\he.M / 
= t'nt.  
Hence, the result follows from the Cramer-Wold device. • 
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MODELING AND PREDICTION FOR MULTIVARIATE 
SPATIAL DATA USING SPATLAXLY-CORRELATED 
LATENT VARIABLES 
A paper to be submitted to Biometrika 
William F. Cbxistensen and Yasuo Amemiya 
Abstract 
Factor analysis of multivariate spatial data is considered. A systematic approach, 
for modeling the underlying structure of geo-referenced vector observations is proposed. 
Statistical inference procedures for model checking and building are discussed. We derive 
a condition under which a simple and practical inference procedure is valid without 
specifying the form of distributions and factor covariance functions. The multivariate 
prediction problem is also discussed, and a procedure combining the latent variable 
modeling and a mezisurement-error-free kriging technique is introduced. Simulation 
results and an example using agricultural data are presented. 
1 Introduction 
When multiple spatially-correlated measurements are collected, the researcher is of­
ten interested in some low-dimensionai version of the multivariate process. For example, 
an ecologist may be interested in a small number of underlying factors that drive a 
high-dimensional process such as abundance of many species (e.g., Ver Hoef, Reiter, and 
Glenn-Lewin. 1993), or cin engineer may be interested in extracting a signal or true image 
from multi-channel satellite data (e.g., Switzer and Green, 1984). Factor analysis-like 
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approaches for multivziriate spatial data have been discussed by several authors including 
Wartenberg (1985a, 1985b), Wackemagel (1988), Grunsky and Agterberg (1991, 1992), 
Switzer and Green (1984), eind Cook et aJ. (1994). These papers had limited coverage of 
statistical estimation, inference, prediction, and model fit assessment. Christensen and 
Amemiya (1999) proposed a general latent variable model for spatial data with possible 
asymmetric structure, and suggested pajcimeter estimation and inference procedures. In 
this paper, statistical issues involved in building and using a basic factor analytic model 
for multivariate spatial data are discussed comprehensively. 
Suppose that a p x 1 observation Z(s) = (Zi(s),Zp(s))' is taken at s for s 6 
D where D is a sample region in Z". Assxmie that the p observed variables Z,, i = 
l,...,p, can be expressed as linear functions of a (< p) dimensional unobservable 
factor W(s) = (W''^i(s),.... lyfc(s))' except for p variable-specific errors e,(s), i = l,...,p. 
The basic exploratory factor analysis model for such a situation can be expressed in an 
identifiable form using the so-called errors-in-variables parameterization as 
See, e.g., Fuller (1987). Since the inter-relationships among the p observed variables 
Zi{s) are to be explained by the k factors W^j(s), we assume that the p -f- 1 processes 
W(s), ei(s),..., ep(s) are independent. Our interest is in modeling Z(s) after removing 
systematic trend, and thus we assume that W(s) and e,(s) are second-order stationary 
processes with E{e,(s)} = 0. But, to develop an exploratory method useful for a broad 
range of situations, the distributional forms and covariance functions for W(s) and e,(s) 
are unspecified. 
(1.1) 
where e(s) = (ei(s),...,ep(s))', and 
B = 
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Suppose that the standard random sample normal maximimi likelihood method is ap­
plied to Z(s) in (1.1) ignoring the spatial dependency «ind the eissumption of unspecified 
distribution. The validity of the resulting inference procedtires for relevant parameters 
and model fit has not been discussed in the literature. Section 2 shows this veJidity under 
a practiceiUy meaxiingful condition, and presents an alternative estimation procedure for 
cases in which the condition is not met. Another topic that has not been treated in the 
literature is the development of a proper method for statistically assessing and building 
a factor analytic model in the spatieJ setting. For this problem, Section 3 discusses a 
systematic approach that combines a test for the condition derived in Section 2 cind 
the valid goodness-of-fit test under the condition. Section 4 shows that prediction of 
the underlying factor W(s) at any s is possible using a measurement-error-free kriging 
approach under the condition of Section 2. Various estimation, inference, and prediction 
issues are addressed in simulation studies in Section 5. .A. simple exzimple from precision 
agriculture is presented in Section 6. 
2 Estimation and inference procedures 
Suppose that model (l.I) holds for observations Z(s) taken on an ni x n2 grid D. If 
Z(s) were incorrectly assumed to be independent normal vectors, the normeil maximum 
likelihood method would be the standard approach. Such a method can be easily im­
plemented using the existing software such as SAS PROC CALIS (SAS Institute Inc.. 
1989). Since the normality-based method uses only the first two moments, the parameter 
estimators may have reasonable properties, even for nonnormal spatial data. But, the 
standard errors and chi-square goodness-of-fit test using the independent normal method 
cannot be expected to be valid. We derive a condition under which such standard errors 
and goodness-of-fit tests are valid and practically useful. 
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To express the first two moments of Z(s), let 
$ 
i'i 
rj} 
E{W(s)}, 
var{W(s)}, 
var{ei(s)}, 
We assume a general form for B in model (1.1), allowing for possible zero or equality 
restrictions for factor loadings A,j, and write B = B(A) where A contains all unknown 
A.-/S. 
The independent normal maximum likelihood method uses the first two sample mo­
ments 
1 V- ( Z  =  —  V Z ( s )  =  
"l"2s'iD I Z(2) 
s = 1 i:(Z(s)-Z)(Z(s)-Zr, (2.1) 
- 1 sto 
where Z^^' is (p — fc) x 1 and Z^^' is Ar x 1. Given an estimator A of A, /i and 7 are 
estimated by 
A = 
7 = Z<^>-B(A)Z(2' (2.2) 
Thus, we concentrate on estimation of 
9 = 
A ^ 
vech $ (2.3) 
based on S, where vech # denotes the vector consisting of the distinct elements 
of #. Let 
( 
S(d) = var{Z(s)} = B(A) #((B(A))', U) + diag(^). 
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Then, the independent normal mzudmum likelihood estimator ff = , (vech is 
the value of ^ in the parameter space O that minimizes 
m = nxnj (log |S(d)| + tr[S (S(d))-^] - log |S| - p) . (2.4) 
The steindard likelihood ratio test statistic for the goodness of fit of model (1.1) is i(0). 
Under the independent normzd assimiption, a large value of /(d) compsired to the Xi 
distribution indicates a poor fit of model (1.1) with k factors, where 
rf=5(£^_dim(9). (2.5) 
The following theorem gives the limiting distributions of 0 aoid /(0) for spatially 
dependent observations with unspecified distribution. Denote the true values of the un­
known factor loading parameters A and the error variances ^ by Ao and i^q, respectively. 
Theorem Let model (I.I) hold. Assume that'W{s), ei(s),..., ep(s) are independent 
second-order stationary processes vrith £^{e,(s)} = 0, and that W(s) satisfies, as ni —> 
oo, n2 —>• oo, 
1 W = W(s) ^ Ho, a.s.. 
(2.6) 
1 
— ^(W(s) - W)(W(s) - W)' $0, a.s. . 
- i 
For this $0, let 
^ Ao ^ 
eo = vech. $0 
^0 
Assume the identifiability conditions that for any c > 0. there is a > 0 satisfying for 
any 0 G ®, 
11^ — floll > c ==> ||vech S(0) — vech S(flo)|| > <Je, 
arul that de' B=6a 
has full column rank. 
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If ei{s) is a spatially-independent process, i = l,...,p, then as ni oo, nj ->• oo, 
>7^(A-Ao)-^^'[0,VA], (2.7) 
m xi (2.8) 
where d is given in (2.5), and Va is obtained as »/W(s) is a spatially-independent 
normal process and e,-(s) is a normal process, i = l,...,p. Ff, in addition, e,(s) is a 
normal process, i = 1, ...,p, then as ni oo, n2 —> oo, 
^ni 122 
A Ao 
^0 
mo, (2.9) 
where is obtained as t/W(s) zs a spatially-independent normal process. 
Proof: The proofs of statements (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) can be obtained by applying 
CoroUaxy 3 of Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Theorem 1 of Amemiya and Anderson 
(1990), and Theorem 2R of Amemiya, Fuller, aind Pantula (1987) and its proof, respec­
tively. • 
Note that no distributional form of W(s) and e(s) is assumed for the results (2.7) 
and (2.8). The condition (2.6) holds for a lajge class of stationary processes with finite 
fourth moments. The importajice of Theorem is that a special case of model (1.1) 
with spatially independent e(s) permits the use of simple and valid statistical inference 
procedures. Note that Va and Vav» are functions of only second moments and can be 
estimated eeisily using only S(0). In fact, an estimated covariance matrix obtained by 
an independent normal maximum likelihood softwaxe package can be used for making 
inference for A and rj}. Such procedures using only sample second moments are not only 
simple but also accurate in finite samples. For A containing relationship coefl&cients 
(factor loadings), no distributional form for W(s) and e(s) needs to be specified. To 
maice inference for the error variances t/}, the normality of e(s) is required, but the 
distribution of W(s) can be of any form. 
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Another significant implication of this theorem is that the restdt (2.8) provides a 
proper goodness-of-fit procedure. That is, a test using l{0) and the Xd distribution is an 
asymptotically correct test for assessing the fit of model (1.1) with spatizJly independent 
errors. This test c<in be ceirried out without specifying any distributional form, and 
is readily available in the software packages. In addition, «is discussed in the next 
section, the knowledge of what is being tested ziUows the use of the test as a p«irt of an 
overzJl model checking and building procedure in general situations. The finite Scunple 
properties of B, associated inference procedures, amd l{9) are cissessed by simulation in 
Section 5. 
The independent normsJ macdmxim likelihood estimator 6 defined in (2.4) is consis­
tent for 9 for any distribution of W(s) «ind e,(s), whether or not the e,(s)'s are spatially 
independent. But, since the observations Z(s) are spatially dependent cmd may not have 
a normeJ distribution, 9 based only on S may not be very efficient. Also, if the errors 
e,(s)'s are not spatieilly independent, then the associated inference procedures axe not 
guaranteed to be valid. Hence, we consider an alternative estimator of 9 incorporating 
some sample lagged spatial covariances, which can be used without specifying particular 
forms of distributions and covariance functions. 
Given p x 1 observations Z(s) obtained on em ni x nj grid D, we first create a 
5p X 1 observation vector Z'(s) that contains Z,(s), Z,(s +AN ), 2r,(s —AN) ,  Z , (S  +  AE) ,  
and Z,(S — AE), i = 1,—,p, where AN and AE are 1-unit lags to the north and east, 
respectively. Then, under model (1.1) with general W(s) and e,(s), = var{Z"} can be 
expressed in terms of 9 in (2.3) and covariance functions of W(s) and e,(s) at various 
lags. For example, for each i, cov{e,(s), ei(s + h)} for h = AN,  AE , 2AN , 2AE,  AN +  
Ae, and An — Ae, appear in f2. Cross-covariances between two elements of W(s) also 
appear. Let 17 be the vector of all paraxneters appearing in including 9 and additional 
covariances, and we write = flirj). Because of the second-order stationarity of Z(s), 
some of the elements of Q{tj) are redimdant (beyond the usual symmetry redundancy). 
Let u}{rf) denote a p^ x 1 vector of unique elements of ^(17). Each element of u){tj) can 
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be estimated by the sample covarizmce function for Z(s) of the form 
cSv{Zi(s + h,), Zi.(s + h,)} = ^ _ Y, (^i(si) - Zi)(Zi'(Sm) - 2i.), 
^*h2-hi •(^€D 
•tn-«tsl>2-bi (2.10) 
where is the number of pziirs (sj,STO) such that Sm—S; = h2—hi- Let t2; denote the 
Po/ X 1 vector consisting of such sample covariance fimctions estimating w(77). Then, our 
augmented observation (AO) estimator 17 of ?7 is the least squares estimator minimiTiiTig 
| | u ;  —  a ; ( i 7 ) | p .  T h e  A O  e s t i m a t o r  o f  0  i s  g i v e n  a s  a  p a r t  o f  i f .  
Note that 6 a. uses the information in spatial lag covariances not appearing in S of 
(2.1). Thus, we might expect 0a. to be more efficient than the independent normal 
maximum likelihood estimate 0, especitJly when the spatial correlations in Z(s) are 
strong and/or the distribution of Z(s) differs considerably from normal. But, there is 
no practical test of model fit associated with the AO approach, and a proper estimated 
covariance matrix of 0^. cannot be obteiined without an additional assumption. Under 
the assimiption that Z(s) is spatially independent beyond a certain known range, Chris-
tensen and Amemiya (1999) suggest an estimate of the covariance matrix of a vector 
containing terms similar to (2.10). Using such an estimator of var{u;} in the so-called 
sandwich formula, it is possible to obtain an estimator of vaxf^A}- A simulation study 
in Section 5 compares 0 and 0x and their associated inference procedures under various 
situations. 
It turns out that the estimated var{c2;} obtained under the spatial range assimiption, 
but still without specific distribution or covariance function forms, tends to be rather 
variable and singular, even in fairly large sjimples. Thus, a practical model fit test 
procedure based on 0\ is not available. This is why the simple inference procedures 
based on the independent normal maximimi likelihood 0 and the goodness-of-fit test 
statistic l{0) are of practical importance. Also, a test suggested in the next section for 
the condition of spatially independent errors imder which such simple procedures are 
valid should be a part of data analysis and model building. 
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3 Tests for model fit 
As mentioned in Section 1, factor amalytic models similar to (1.1) have been proposed 
in the literature, but no proper method for testing goodness of fit has been proposed. 
The difficulty in developing such a test is p<irtly related to the fzict that ciny estimator of 
moments of order higher thein two is very veiriable and unstable when based on spatially 
dependent data. Here, based on Theorem in the previous section, we propose a practical 
approach for assessing the fit of model (1.1) with genersd, spatially dependent W(s) zuid 
e,(s), and for selecting an appropriate model of type (1.1). 
We start with an interpretation of the Xj goodness-of-fit test implied by Theorem. 
A _ 
That is, if the test using 1 ( 0 )  and X d  nonsignificant, then model (1.1) with a particular 
k (number of factors) and with spatially independent ei(s)'s is not rejected. The test 
statistic l{0) will be large when an insufficient nimaber of factors have been included in 
the model and/or the errors are spatially dependent. As we will show by simulation in 
Section 5, this test has very laxge power for detecting the insufficient number of fitted 
factors but has limited power for detecting the spatial error dependence with the correct 
number of factors. This is due to the fact that 0 is consistent for 0 if model (1.1) 
h o l d s  w i t h  c o r r e c t  k  e v e n  i f  t h e  e , ( s ) ' s  a r e  s p a t i a l l y  d e p e n d e n t .  T h e n ,  e v e n  i f  t h e  l { 0 ) -
test is nonsignificant, we need to further examine the error spatial dependence before 
comfortably using the standard errors suggested in Theorem. We develop such a test 
that can be combined with the l{0)-test to produce a systematic approach for model 
checking and building. 
It can be shown that if model (1.1) holds with correct k, then 0 — 0 = Op{-^y==). 
Hence, 0 can be used to form an observed error contrast that estimates a lineax function 
of e(s). Write 
(3.1) 
where Z^^^(s) is (p — fc) X 1 and Z^^'(s) is A: x 1. Then, using 0^ define the observed error 
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contrasts 
v(s) = Z"'(5) - 7 - B(A) zW(s), (3.2) 
where 7 is given in (2.2) and A is the normal majcimum likelihood estimator of A. This 
(p — A:) X 1 vector estimates 
v(s) = Z('l(s) - - B(Ao) Z<«(s) 
= (I^i, -B(A<,))e(s). 
If e(s) is spatially independent, so is v(s). Under model (1.1), fimctions of e(s) that axe 
not lineax functions of v(s) are not estimable. Hence, a test for spatial independence of 
v(s) based on v(s) can be used as a reasonable test for the spatial independence of e(s) 
under model (1.1). 
The standard test for spatied independence of a univariate process is a test based 
on Moran's contiguity ratio which is discussed in detail by Cliff and Ord (1981). For a 
collection of data x = (x(si), ...,x(sAf))' at N locations, Moran's ratio is 
(3 3) (IVGIa/Xx-X)' 
where G = {gij} is a given weight matrix, and 1^- is an A/" x 1 vector of ones. Typically, 
the elements of the weight matrix {gij} are chosen based on some function of the distance 
between s, and Sj. The asymptotic normal distribution of this test statistic imder the 
assumption of spatial independence is used to excimine the significance level. See, e.g., 
Cliff and Ord (1981). 
To apply the univariate Moran's spatial dependence test to v(s) in (3.2), we note 
that v(s) consists of (p—k) correlated processes. We can estimate the covaxiance matrix 
of v(s) under the model using 
vax{v(s)} = 
01 0 
02 
+ B(A) 
4'p-k+i 0 
0 
(B(A))'. 
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Then, the elements of v"*(s) = (^x{v(s)})~^^^v(s) are approximately uncorrelated. We 
apply the univariate Moran's test (3.3) to each of the {p — k) elements of v*(s). To 
accomit for the simultaneity of the tests, we use the Bonferroni approach. That is, our 
t e s t  f o r  t h e  s p a t i c J  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  e ( s )  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  l e v e l  a  i f  a t  l e a s t  o n e  o f  t h e  { p — k )  
elements of v"(s) is significant at level a/(p — k). For the weight matrix G in (3.3), we 
suggest the use of the generic weight gij = l/||s,- — Sj|p for each of the p — k elements of 
v"(s). This Bonferroni test is our joint test for error spatial independence in model (1.1). 
To develop a systematic method for selecting an appropriate model, we consider com-
A 
bining the x -test using l{$) and the joint Bonferroni test for error spatial independence. 
As in the standard factor analysis, we start with a small k (the number of factors) or a 
k suggested by some theory. First the x^-test using 1(0) is performed at level oi. If this 
test is significant, the A:-factor spati«Jly-independent error (SIE) model does not have 
cin adequate fit. Since this rejection occurs mostly due to an insuflficient k, the model 
with A:+l factors should be estimated with the independent normal maximum likelihood 
approach and the test for the new model should be performed. If the model with 
A; + 1 factors cannot be fitted by the independent normal maximum likelihood, then we 
consider the AO estimation of such a model. la the AO fit, the spatially-dependent error 
(SDE) model can be considered. If the (A:+l)-factor model cannot be fitted by the AO 
method, then no factor analysis model fits this data set well. If the statistic l{9) for 
the fc-factor model is not significant at level QJ, we then apply the joint Bonferroni test 
for error spatial dependence at level Q2 (i-e., ot2f{p — k) for each component of v*(s)). 
When this Bonferroni test is also nonsignificant, the fc-factor SIE model is accepted. If 
the Bonferroni test for error spati£j dependence is significant, then we conclude that 
the Ar-factor SDE model is the selected model. In this case, the AO approach should 
be used for making inference about the parameters. Figure I graphically illustrates this 
approach. 
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Significant\ 
' for A:-factor 
s.model?/"''^ 
Increment 
fc by 1 
yes 
yes no 
factor model 
can be fitted, 
\by mAy 
Significant 
test for 
V SIE? / yes 
no no 
{k + l)-factor 
SDE model 
fc-factor 
SDE model 
Ar-factor 
SIE model 
Use AO for fit 
and inference 
Use ML for fit 
and inference 
Use AO for fit 
and inference 
Figure 1 Procedure for model selection. Possible outcomes include 
models with vaxious numbers of factors and with spa-
tially-independent-error (SIE) or spatially-dependent-error (SDE). 
If a (A:-|-l)-factor model cannot be fitted by the AO method, no 
factor model fits well. 
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4 Prediction of latent variables 
Frequently, the researcher is interested in obtaining a prediction or map of the latent 
VEiriable of interest. For example, when mecisuring ground temperatures using several 
sources of data, the researcher might wish to use a latent variable model in order to 
relate the observed viiriables to the imobservable "actual" temperature process. In such 
a case, the model paxcimeters can be utilized in order to predict the latent variable at 
each observed location or at some new locations. 
Here we show that a measurement-error-free kriging prediction of W(s) in model (1.1) 
at any SQ (SQ not necessarily a location on the origincJ observational grid D) can be de­
veloped if the errors e,(s) are spatitilly uncorrelated (white noise). If the model selection 
process in Section 3 suggests a model with spatially independent errors, then the white 
noise condition for e,(s) holds. To define the kriging-type predictor of W(s), we first 
define the so-called fixed factor score estimator. Given the normal maximum likelihood 
estimates (or AO estimates) 7, /x. A, let 
and '9? = diag(V'i, V'p)- Then, the fixed factor score estimator is the generalized least 
squares estimator of W(s) given by 
W(fi''«i)(s) = (A'# 'A)-^A'® ^(Z(s)-Z). 
An alternative form of W^'"*^)(s) without involving ^ is 
W(fi''«')(s) = Z(2)(s) - Uv(s), (4.1) 
where 
U = -^2(B(A))'[^i4-B(A)®2(B(A))']-\ 
* A A 
^1 = diag(i/)i,...,V'p-ifc), 
^2 = diag(^p_A:+i,...,^p), 
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and Z^^^(s) and v(s) are defined in (3.1) «ind (3.2). It can be shown that, except for the 
pzirameter estimation errors, R(s) = W(®*"'J(s) — W(s) is a linecir fimction of e(s) and 
is independent of W(s). If e(s) is a white noise process, so is R(s) (approximately). 
Also, var{R(s)} can be estimated by 
^{R(s)} = ^2 + U B(A) ^2- (4.2) 
Hence, treating eiU W^®**^'(s), s 6 D, as observations ajid (4.2) as the white-noise 
measurement error covariance matrix, we can apply a measurement-error-free kriging 
approach (see Cressie, 1993, Section 3.2.1) to predict each element of W(s) at any Sq. 
This approach yields a predictor which uses all of the data in the observed multivariate 
process Z(s). We will refer to this predictor as the "white-noise-error kriging" (WNEK) 
predictor lyj^'^^'^^^(so) of W^j(so). Although the approach for predicting a single factor 
W^j(so) is given here, a simultaneous prediction of the components of W(so) can be 
obtained using techniques for co-kriging (see Cressie, 1993, Section 3.2.3) or multivariate 
spatial prediction (Ver Hoef and Cressie, 1991). 
Suppose we model using a parametric model for covariance functions (e.g., 
spherical or exponential) with parameters ^ so that cov{iyj'"®^^(s,), = 
C(si - s,;C). Then, the WNEK predictor of H^j(so) from = (W/f^"''(si),..., 
is of the form 
p^jWNEK) J ^ ^(fixed) 
The kriging coefficients a and Lagrange multiplier m (ensuring the imbiasedness) zure 
obtained using 
(fixed) 
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where 
Cp^(fix«i) — 
C ( s i - S i ; C )  C(S1-S2;C) 
C(s2-Si;C) C(S2-S2;C) 
C(siv-Sx;C) C(sAr-S2;C) 
1 1 1 
C(si-SAr;C) 1 
C(s2—Siv;C) 1 
C(sAr —SAr;C) 1 
1 0 
(4.5) 
and the vector c is constructed such that 
C(so Sti Q) !{8o=8i) ~ ••••! ^ 1 
Ci = < 
1, i = N + 1, 
(4.6) 
with 
'(So=8,) 
1, So — St, 
0, So = Si, 
and is the (j,i) element of ^{R(s)} in (4.2). Disadvantages of this procedure are 
that some parametric covaxiance function model needs to be fitted to l^j*'*"''(s) in the 
kriging process, and that errors e,(s) have to be white noise for practical implementation. 
An alternative approach for predicting W(s) is possible without the white noise 
or spatially independent error condition. Christensen and Amemiya (1999) describe a 
limited-information version of the standard best linear unbiased predictor W(s) which 
can be implemented based on the augmented observation Z'(s) described in Section 2. 
For each location Sq on the sampled grid, the prediction of W(so) uses the information in 
the contemporaneous and neighboring values of Z(so), but not all observations Z(s), s € 
D. This "limited-information BLUP" is the estimated BLUP of W(s) based on Z*(s) 
for each s, where the coefficients needed in constructing the predictor czin be obtained 
using only the AO estimator rj oi t} given in Section 2. We denote this predictor by 
W(liblup)(s) In addition, the fixed factor score estimate of (4.1) can be obtained using 
Z*(s) in place of Z(s) and the AO estimator in place of the normal maximum likelihood 
estimator 6. We denote the augmented fixed factor score estimator by Wjf*"^^(s). Note 
that W(*'*®*')(s), ^^^**^'(5), and W'^®^^^'(s) can predict W(s) only at those s on the 
sampled grid D. The measurement-error-free kriging predictor W(^^^^(s) can be used 
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to predict W(s) at any s, even off the grid, but requires some parametric modeling of 
the covaxizuice function of W(s). The four predictors are compcired by simulation in 
Section 5. 
5 Simulation results 
5.1 Inference and model building procedures 
In this simulation, we consider the properties associated with the normal maximum 
likelihood estimator including bias, mean squared error (MSE), and coverage proba­
bility. We also evaluate the Type I error rate and power of the model-fitting statistics 
described in Section 3, and assess the usefulness of the model-building procedure given 
in Section 3. Consider model (1.1) with p = 8 for a 20 x 20 lattice D with a com­
mon row and colimm distance. For the nimiber of factors, we considered A: = 1 and 
k = 2. The true factor and error processes were generated as stationary processes with 
isotropic spherical variograms. The parameters for the spherical variograms were: range 
= 6 units, partial sill = j, eind nugget = 0 for each of the factor processes, and range 
= Te, partial siU = 1, and nugget = 0 for each of the error processes, where = 0 
(spatial independence) or rg = 2. For the common distributional form for the factor 
and errors, we used normal and linearly transformed lognormal. Thus, there are eight 
configurations depending on the nimiber of factors k = 1,2, the range of error spatial 
dependence = 0,2, and the distributional form, normal or lognormal. For each of the 
eight configurations, 2000 samples were generated. 
For each generated data set, the 1-factor and 2-factor spatially-independent-error 
models were fitted using the independent normal maximum likelihood. Parameter esti­
mates, their estimated standard errors under the spatially-independent-error model, the 
goodness-of-fit statistic, and the Moran test statistics for v'(s) were obtained. 
Table 1 summarizes the empirical bias, MSE, and coverage probability for a nominal 
95% confidence interval for three groups of paxcimeters (A, $, and i/f). Each entry is 
the average value over the parameters in each group. Table 1 only reports on the cases 
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Table 1 Values of the following quantities averaged over groups of the norm«d 
maximum likelihood parameter estimates: bias, MSE, and coverage 
probability for a nominal 95% confidence interval. 
Distribution Spatially- Average 
of factor(s) #of independent Average Average coverage 
amd errors factors errors? Parameters bias MSE probability 
A 0.0021 0.0028 0.9491 
normal 1 yes $ -0.1044 0.2505 0.6015 
-0.0029 0.0068 0.9456 
A 0.0044 0.0059 0.8204 
normal 1 no # -0.1039 0.2757 0.5765 
ijj -0.0095 0.0097 0.8850 
A 0.0006 0.0029 0.9481 
normal 2 yes $ -0.0740 0.2133 0.6273 
-0.0063 0.0096 0.9419 
A 0.0011 0.0055 0.8368 
normal 2 no $ -0.0702 0.2346 0.6022 
l/; -0.0163 0.0136 0.8849 
A 0.0022 0.0031 0.9506 
lognormal 1 yes $ -0.1014 1.2971 0.3355 
-0.0026 0.2575 0.3265 
A 0.0043 0.0067 0.8274 
lognormal 1 no -0.1006 1.3257 0.3290 
-0.0087 0.2586 0.3228 
A 0.0010 0.0034 0.9485 
lognormal 2 yes $ -0.0891 0.9410 0.4488 
i f ,  -0.0052 0.2562 0.3734 
A 0.0015 0.0067 0.8348 
lognormal 2 no $ -0.0842 0.9623 0.4393 
if -0.0142 0.2579 0.3639 
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where the correct number of faictors (A: = 1,2) is fitted. 
Regardless of the data generation scenario, the independent normal maximum likeli-
* —» ^ MB hood estimator A has small bias smd MSE, and the bize of ^ is small. The MSE's for the 
elements of 4 and ^ axe much higher with lognormal distributions than with normal. 
The coverage probability results <ire exactly as expected for the theory in Section 2. 
When error processes are spatially independent, the empirical coverage probability for 
A is virtually equal to the nominal 95% level, regzirdless of distributions and number 
of factors, as supported by Theorem. Thus, even for a field as small as 20 x 20, the 
asymptotic confidence interval for A using the independent normzd meiximum likelihood 
is remaxkably accurate. But, when the error spatial dependency is present with the range 
parameter zis small as 2, the empirical coverzige probability drops to the 82%~84% level. 
Also as given in Theorem, the coverage probability for ip is nearly identical to the nom­
inal level when the errors are spatially independent normal processes. The empirical 
coverage probability drops to the 88%~89% level with normal spatially dependent er­
rors, and to the 30%~40% level with spatially independent or dependent lognormal 
errors. Hence, the inference procedures for the parameters using the independent nor­
mal maximum likelihood are very accurate and useful, but only for the Ccises covered in 
Theorem. 
Table 2 gives the proportion of times that the goodness-of-fit test with size q = 
0.05 "accepts" (i.e., is nonsignificant for) the 1-factor and 2-factor spatizJly-independent-
error (SIE) models, and the proportion of times that the joint Moran test for v'(s) 
"accepts" the hypothesis of spatially-independent errors for both the 1-factor and the 
2-factor fitted models. When the correct SIE model is fitted, the Type I error rate for 
the goodness-of-fit test is reasonably close to the nominal (0.05) level (although it can 
be close to 0.1 for lognormal processes). The power of the goodness-of-fit test was very 
high (100%) for detecting an insufficient number of factors, but was less than 35% for 
detecting spatially-correlated errors with the proper number of factors fitted. For this 
reason, we recommend that the joint Moran test for v'(s) be used to make certain that 
the fc-factor SIE model should be accepted. When a fc-factor SIE model is fitted to the 
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Table 2 The proportion of times that the goodness-of-fit (GOF) test and 
the joint Morcin test for v'(s) are nonsignificant at the a = 0.05 
level. 
Moran test Moran test 
GOF test for SIE GOF test for SIE 
Distribution Spatially- "accepts" "accepts" "accepts" "accepts" 
of factor(s) #of independent (1-factor (l-factor (2-factor (2-factor 
and errors factors errors? model) model) model) model) 
normal 1 yes 0.9485 0.9510 0.9955 0.9480 
normal 1 no 0.6580 0.0000 0.9555 0.0000 
normal 2 yes 0.0000 0.0025 0.9465 0.9490 
normal 2 no 0.0000 0.0025 0.7355 0.0000 
lognormaJ 1 yes 0.9010 0.9425 0.9965 0.9445 
lognormcil 1 no 0.6650 0.0000 0.9595 0.0000 
lognormal 2 yes 0.0000 0.0095 0.9070 0.9460 
lognormal 2 no 0.0000 0.0100 0.7445 0.0000 
SIE data with the true number of factors < k, the Type I error rate for the joint Moran 
test for v*(s) is very close to the nominal level. If the errors axe spatially correlated 
and/or we have insufficient factors in the fitted model, the joint Moran test for v"(s) 
has power > 99%. 
The model selection procedure described in Section 3 combining the goodness-
of-fit and the joint Moraa test was applied to the 2000 data sets generated under each 
scenario considered in the study. For significcince level, we used Qi = q2 = 0.025. Table 3 
gives the proportion of data sets that were classified as each of the following models: 
1 factor SIE, 1 factor SDE, 2 factors SIE, 2 factors SDE, and "others." The "others" 
category includes SIE and SDE models with > 2 factors, and the results of no well-fitting 
factor model. Table 3 gives classification rates, where the proportions in each row sum 
to 1. 
Table 3 shows that data sets generated from SDE models were never erroneously 
classified as being generated from a SIE model. With the choice of ai = a2 = 0.025, 
the probability of selecting the correct model is reasonably high for all types of the true 
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Table 3 Data set cleissification rates by the combined model selection ap­
proach with Qi = Qj = 0.025. 
Distribution Spatially- 1 1 2 2 
of factor(s) #of independent factor factor factors factors 
eind errors factors errors? SIE SDE SIE SDE "others" 
normal 1 yes 0.9460 0.0225 0.0310 0.0000 0.0005 
normal 1 no 0.0000 0.7540 0.0000 0.2220 0.0240 
normal 2 yes 0.0000 0.0000 0.9440 0.0265 0.0295 
normal 2 no 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8195 0.1805 
lognormal 1 yes 0.8985 0.0315 0.0680 0.0010 0.0010 
lognormal 1 no 0.0000 0.7380 0.0000 0.2415 0.0205 
lognormal 2 yes 0.0000 0.0000 0.9145 0.0250 0.0605 
lognorm«d 2 no 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8115 0.1885 
model. This clcissification procedure could be considered to be even more accurate if 
only those models not containing the true model are considered incorrect. Thus, this 
model selection approach is useful in practice. 
5.2 Comparison of parameter estimators and latent variable predictors 
In this section, we compare the independent normal maximum likelihood (ML) cind 
augmented observation (AO) model-fitting approaches in terms of paxcimeter estimation 
and factor value prediction. We used model (1.1) with p = 5 ajid k = 1 factor on the 
domain D of a 20 x 20 square lattice. The factor process (always a linearly transformed 
lognormal) and error processes (either normcd or linearly transformed lognormal) have 
isotropic spherical variograms with 0 nugget. For the factor process, range = 5 imits and 
paxtial sill = 5. For each of the error processes, range = Tg = 0 or 2 units, and partial 
sill = 1. For each of four configurations specified by the error distribution (normal 
or lognormal) and by the error spatial dependence (re = 0 or 2), 500 samples were 
generated. From each sample, the ML fit of the SIE model and the AO fit of the SDE 
model were obtained. 
Table 4 reports empirical bias, MSE, and coverage probability of a nominal 95% 
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Table 4 Bias, MSE, and coverage probability for estimated factor loadings. 
Distribution 
of errors 
Spatizdly-
independent 
errors? 
Model-
fitting 
approach 
Average 
bicis 
Average 
MSE 
Average 
coverage 
probability 
normal yes ML 0.0038 0.0032 0.9515 AO 0.0027 0.0033 0.9769 
normal no ML 0.0042 0.0062 0.8325 AO 0.0052 0.0086 0.9613 
lognormal yes ML 0.0044 0.0029 0.9524 AO 0.0045 0.0032 0.9839 
lognormal no ML 0.0054 0.0056 0.8495 AO 0.0075 0.0082 0.9703 
confidence interval, averaged over the 4 factor loadings in the model. The average MSE 
of the ML-SIE estimator is smaller than that of the AO-SDE estimator for aU four 
configurations. Thus, the use of augmented lagged variables does not seem to improve 
the efficiency of the factor loading estimator. The ML confidence interval is very accurate 
for SIE data, but has a coverage probability that tends to be smaller for SDE data. The 
coverage probability of the AO confidence interval is reeisonably close to the nominal 
level for all four Ccises. 
For predicting the factor process W^i(s), we considered and in 
(4.1) and (4.3) using ML, and l^|®*'^^(s) and described in Section 4 using 
AO. For each sample and for any predictor W^i(s), we obtained the average squared error 
(ASE) 
ASE^. = (5.1) 
where N = 400 is the sample size. Then, the median of the 500 .A,SE's over replicate 
samples was recorded for each predictor. Table 5 summarizes the median ASE's. For 
comparison, note that naively using Zp{s) as a predictor for W^i(s) yields a median ASE 
of approximately I for these data (since the variance of the ep(s) process is equal to I). 
For spatially-independent errors, and W^/^®^^^'(s) have nearly equal 
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Table 5 Median ASE for four predictors of Wi(s). 
Spatially-
independent 
errors? 
ML Approach AO Approach 
Distribution 
of errors P^{WNEK)(3) ^(LIBLUP)^gj 
normzd yes 0.1862 0.1481 0.1847 0.1466 
normcd no 0.1910 0.1815 0.1919 0.1739 
lognormzd yes 0.1627 0.1327 0.1627 0.1341 
lognormzd no 0.1672 0.1615 0.1696 0.1584 
median ASE's. The inability of to dominate here may be due to the fact that 
a covariance fimction for must be modeled in order to apply this approach, 
whereas the AO approach directly estimates required moments. But, W^i(so) at Sq out­
side of the data locations can be predicted only by the WNEK approach. The spatially-
dependent errors violate the assimiption needed for and in­
corporating the spatial error dependence information gives a smaller ASE. The fixed 
factor score estimates used for predicting W^i(s) do not perform as well as their random 
predictor counterparts. 
6 Illustrative example 
We now apply the general approach developed in this paper to a data set containing 
measurements of severed soil coastituents over an approximately 350 m x 350 m field 
in southwestern Boone County, Iowa (Colvin, et al., 1997). Measurements of log(Ca), 
log(Cu), log(Mg), and log(Zn) were observed at 215 of the 224 possible locations on an 
8 X 28 grid. The sites are located along 8 east-west transects, spaced 48 m apart. Along 
each transect there are 28 sites, spaced approximately 12.2 m apart. An agronomist 
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may wish postulate that this 4-dimensional process can be modeled as 
log[Ca](s) =71+ An W^i(s) + ei(s), 
log[Cu](s) = 72 + Aji PVi(s) + 62(3), 
log[Mg](s) = 73 + A31 W^i(s) + 63(5), 
log[Zn](s) = H^i(s) + 64(3), 
representing the existence of an underlying "soil richness." 
Our first step is to fit this model with spatially independent errors using independent 
normal maximum likelihood. The fitted model ignoring the intercepts 7,- is 
log[Ca](s) = 1.93 Wiis) + ex(s), 
std. err. 0.128 
p-value < 0.0001 
log[Cu](3) = 1.11 W^i(s) + 62(3), 
std. err. 0.067 
p-value < 0.0001 (6.1) 
log[Mg](3) = 1.02 Vri(s) + 63(3), 
std. err. 0.070 
p-value < 0.0001 
log[Zn](3) = W^i(s) + 64(3), 
and the p-value for the goodness-of-fit test in (2.8) is 0.0586. Since this p-value is 
greater thaji ai = 0.025, we accept the 1-factor model but still need to check whether 
the SIE assimiption is appropriate. For each of the 3 elements of v'(s), the p-value for 
the Moran test is less then 0.0001. Thus, the joint Moran test for v*(s) described in 
Section 3 rejects SIE, and the 1-factor spatially-dependent-error (SDE) model is selected 
as our model for the data set. After estimating the range of spatial dependence to be 
equal to 150 m, we fitted the 1-factor SDE model using the AO model-fitting approach, 
producing a fitted model (ignoring the intercepts) 
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log[Ca](s) = 2.14 Wi{s) + ei(s), 
std. err. 0.619 
p-veilue 0.0005 
log[Cu](s) = 1.11 W''i(s) + 62(5), 
std. err. 0.276 
p-value 0.0001 (6.2) 
log[Mg](s) = 0.98 Vri(s) + 63(3), 
std. err. 0.361 
p-v«due 0.0064 
log[Zn](s) = W , { s )  +  e4(s)-
Although the factor loading estimates in (6.1) and (6.2) are similar, the standard errors 
in (6.1) are too small, assuming the SIE model erroneously. 
Using the limited-information BLUP predictor the value of an underly­
ing factor W^i(s) was predicted at each s in the scLmple domain. Figure 2 gives image plots 
of each of the four observed variables as well cis the predicted factor process 
Note that the predicted factor process is a spatially-continuous process which cleaxly de­
lineates the arezis of high soil nutrient richness. Also, (An, Aji, A31,1)' is a 
predictor of the error-free version of (log[Ca](s), log[Cu](s), log[Mg](s), log[Zn](s))'. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
With the advent of satellite technology and modem computing, we now have the 
ability to collect and explore lajge, multivariate, geo-referenced data. Since disciplines 
such as the atmospheric and environmental sciences, ecology, and precision agriculture 
are closely tied to the analysis of such data, it has become necessary to develop statistical 
methodology for modeling and understanding the often complex relationships that exist 
among multiple variables collected in space. 
In this dissertation, we introduced a new factor analytic methodology for the analy­
sis of multivariate spatial data. The generalized shifted-factor model is a general latent 
variable model which incorporates the concept of shifted factors so that variables ex­
hibiting lagged dependencies or asymmetric covaxiance relationships can be considered. 
The model fitting techniques incorporate important spatial correlation information and 
inferential procedures provide useful model building and model assessing tools. The 
parameter estimates obtained using these techniques have been shown to have good 
statistical properties. When each error process has no spatial dependence, simpler ap­
proaches for latent variable modeling of spatial data are available, talcing advantage of 
standard statistical software packages and providing excellent estimation and inference 
properties. Information from the latent variable model can easily be incorporated into 
a predictor of spatially continuous latent variables. 
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